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The area under consideration in this report comprises 2,431 
square mile in east-central Indiana.. For good schools, roads, rail­
way facilities, farms, farmers and general progressiveness, the peo­
ple living in this area claim second place to none in the State. Yet, 
with all of their advancements, they realize that their great indus­
try, agriculture, is far from being at its best. The land will have 
to be put into better condition for plant. growth, and more intensive 
farming take the place of the extensive, in order that the necessi­
ties of life may be supplied to the increasing population. Is it 
possible to so improve the soil that the people of this area may 
realize an increase of 50 per cent. in their annual yield? The 
answer of the leading farmers throughout these seven counties is in 
the affirmative. A careful fitudy of the crop and stock tables of 
each county, giving the average crops of the poor, average and best 
farmers, also bears out such a conclusion. It is not the fault of 
the farms that better yields are not reHlized, but it is the fault of 
the farmer. A horse cannot furnish its best labor, unless it is propc 
erly fed, groomed and housed; neither can a farm furnish you its 
best yields unlp.ss it is properly replenished, cultivated and under­
drained. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEDLOGY. 
With exception of along stream courses where erosion has ex­
posed the bed rocks, this whole area lies beneath a blanket of glacial 
drift. The drift that occurs as the main surface formation is 
known as the Later Wiseonsin and the other is known as the 
Illinoian. The only places that the Illinoian drift covers the sur­
face are found in southern Fayette County, the western half and 
west of the Whitewater River in Franklin. 'l'he thickest drift 
known in the State is located near Newcastle of Henry County, 
[2] (17) 
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where it was penetrated 500 feei in well boring. As one goes south 
the general thickness of the moraine becomes less and less, until 
it is only about 10 to 30 feet in the Illinoian area of Franklin 
County. The topography of the drifts varies quite noticeably, that 
of Randolph County, in the northeast corner of the'/area, is in great 
part a gently undulating plain, containing shallow stream valleys, 
while Wayne County, immediately south, is rolling, leaving a series 
of ridges and valleys extending northeast and southwest. Henry 
and Rush counties would be classed topographically between Ran­
dolph and Wayne counties, having some of the gently undulating 
and some of the rolling surface. Fayette and west Union counties 
are considerably broken by rather deep stream valleys, while east 
Union County and a strip in northeastern and east central Frank­
lin County is of the gently undulating and gently rolling types. 
The remainder of Franklin COllnty is the most broken portion of 
the area, there being in places a difference of altitude of 500 feet 
between the stream beds and the tops of the ridges along them. 
The topography both of the present and of the past has had much 
to do with the character of the soiL When the Later Wisconsin 
ice sheet covered a large portion of what is now the State of Indi­
ana it contained a very heterogeneous load of clay, rock flour, sand, 
gravel and boulders, which were the ingredients from which most 
of the soils of this area were derived. Upon the melting of the ice 
this load, known as glacial drift or moraine, was dropped, leaving 
a hummocky and undrained surface, dotted with numerous ridges, 
hills, little lakes, ponds and marshes. 
Vegetation, snch as mosses, grasses and sedges, grew about the 
waters and ultimately filled the lakes and ponds with partially de­
cayed vegetation, where they had not been drained by streams 
working their heads back into them. The sites of these accumula­
tions of vegetation are very conspicuous even today, dotting all of 
the Later Wisconsin drift area as patches of black land (Miami 
black clay loam), which runs very high in organic matter. The 
types dotted by these dark areas and. which comprise over 90 per 
cent. of the late drift in this part of Indiana are the Miami clay 
loam and Miami silt loam. These have been derived directly from 
the drift through the various processes of weathering, such as de­
composition and disintegration. Where streams have been estab­
lished in the glacial areas, Huntington and Wabash loams are the 
types found covering the flood-plains and terraces. Occupying the 
outwash plains is the Miami loam, while the Miami fine sandy loam 
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occurs on the surfaces of kames. 1'he Oak Forest silt loam is the 
Illinoian drift land of Franklin County, while the limestone slope 
day loam is largely a residual soil, derived from the weathering of 
the Cincin'nati limestone in the same county. A bottom land, that 
is found along the smaller streams in the Oak Forest silt loam and 
the limestone slope clay loam area, is known as Hamburg loam. 
MIAMI CLAY Lonl:. 
The Miami clay loam, which comprises 55 per cent of the seven 
counties, has a medium or light brown to a light or ashy gray color. 
The medium Drown is commonly known as sugar tree land, because 
the rock maple grew abundantly on it, while the ashy gray soil, 
for a similar reason, is called white beach or white oak land. The 
soils of intermediate colors are considerably more numerous. These 
have growing upon them the rock maples, red beech, white beech, 
white oak, yellow poplar, elm, ash, hickory and black walnut. 
The subsoil of the medium brown type is generally a sandy 
clay at a depth of one foot, grading into a fine sandy loam at Ii 
feet. The lighter colored soil is sometimes underlain by a very 
tough and compact clay, containing some gravel, but more often it 
is a tough sandy clay. As one goes deeper in the section the texture 
becomes more sandy and gravelly. The intermediate soil most fre­
quently gTades into a sandy clay and in going deeper into a fine 
sandy loam or medium sandy loam. 
The land on which the sugar trees grow and which has the 
medium brown color is the warmest and richest in plant foods of 
the Miami clay loam, while the ashy gray soil, which has had a 
heavy growth of white beech and white oak timber, is the coldest 
and is the most deficient in plant food. Farmers claim that the 
sugar tree land can be planted from one to two weeks earlier than 
the white beech. Some reasons that might help to account for these 
differences are the following: (1) As noted above the soil of the 
medium brown land is of a much looser nature, containing morE' 
gravel and sand, and thus facilitating the circulation of the ground 
water. 'fhis more rapid circulation, through capillary action, bring,~ 
a greater amount of water into the soil from beneath. This water 
carrying various salts, in solution, depOsIts them, sometimes by 
chemical reaction, but generally upon the evaporation of the water, 
thus imparting to the soil the medium brown color, caused by the 
iron separating out from the solution. 'fhe water that carries the 
iron salts also carries ,Slalts of .potash, phosphoric acid and other 
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plant foods. Owing to the more compnct nature of the clay loam 
underlying the ashy gray soil, thp circulation of underground waters 
is comparatively slower than in the subsoil of the medium brown 
land, thus bringing less iron and other salts to the surface.' (2) The 
fact that the medium brown soil has received more moisture by cap­
illary attraction gives it a more thrifty plant growth which supplies 
a greater amount of humus. (3) The dark color of the sugar tree 
land enables it to absorb more of the radiant heat energy from the 
sun, thus warming it more than the white beech land. (4) The 
looser nature of the medium brown soil gives the air a better chance 
to circulate and come in contact with the plant roots, furnishing 
the leguminous plants (those having the bacteria tubers, such as 
clover, alfalfa, cow-peas, and soy-beans, which extract the nitrogen 
directly from the air) with a good supply of nitrogen. Where the 
leguminous plants supply the soil with considerable nitrogen, the 
succeeding corn crop, which has not the power of taking the nitro­
gen' from the ail', has a good supply of a very important nourish­
ment. Because the white beech land is seldom as productive as the 
sugar tree, it does not follow that it cannot be made so. In show­
ing the results of improvements the white beech land has no equal 
in the area. Where farmers have given careful attention to tiling, 
green manuring, using commercial fertilizer, selecting seed, culti­
vating and feeding stock over the places, their general crop aver­
ages rank among the best. 
The Miami clay loam, when well cared for, is an excellent gen­
eral farming soil. Annual corn crops ranging from fifty-five to 
sixty-five bushels per acre is no more thiln an average for the better 
farms, but from twenty-five to thirty-five bushels is about all the 
unimproved anri poorly tended farm can be expected to yield, and 
crops of ten and twelve bushels per acre are not uncommon. The 
best farmers are getting about twenty-two bushels of wheat per 
acre, while the general run will average about fourteen. More and 
more the farmers are learning the importance of systematic crop­
ping, though only a very low per cent. always follow out a three­
years ·rotation. The order of cropping is corn, wheat and clover, 
the clove'r,or clover and timothy, being sowed with the wheat. If 
the stand of wheat is not good, corn is. tried again. Usually the 
clover is cut for both hay and seed and then pastured. The suc­
ceeding year it is plowed for corn again. Oats ordinarily average 
from thirty tpforty bushels per acre, potatoes seventy-five to 150, 
and tomatoes six to eight tonlt. 
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To show how tiling affects a. typical Miami clay loam, with a. 
gently rolling surface, I can do no better than tell of the experi­
ence of Edwin Druly, with his 375 acre larm, one and one-half 
miles northwest of Fountain City, Wayne County. By examining 
the soil at different places on Mr. Druly's farm to a depth of three 
feet, the writer found the upper four to seven inches to be a medium 
to light gray color, becoming, in piaces, almost an ashy gray when 
dry. From 3 to 6 inches deeper the texture remained almost the 
same, but the color was li~hter. For the next 8 inches to 1i feet was 
a tough, heavy, sticky, dark brown sandy or gravelly clay, contain­
ing less pebbles and sand, and crumbling with difficulty. Below, to 
a depth of 3 feet. is an easily crumbled light brown. very fine. sandy 
clay loam, ,d.th limestone pebbles. In 1905 ~'[r. Druly planted corn, 
without doing any tiling, and realized twenty bushels to the acre. 
Subsequently, on every acre, at a cost of less than fifteen dollars, 
he has put in from twenty to twenty-seven rods of tile, which vary 
from 4 to 12 inches in diameter, the mains, which drain fifty acres, 
being 12 inches and the laterals 4 inches. After experimenting by 
placing- the tile at various depths ranging from 52 to 30 inches, he 
found that the tile did the best work at the depth of 30 inches. In 
1908 and 1909 Mr. Druly got sixty bushels of corn to the acre, an 
increase of forty bushels, which more than paid all of the expense 
of tiling. Numerous other cases could be enumerated where tiling. 
on the Miami clay loam in these seven connties has brought about 
increases in corn crops ranging all the way from 15 to 500 per cent., 
the amount of increase depending on how wet the iand was before 
tiling. 
MIAMI BLAOK CLAY LOA"M. 
The Miami black clay loam occurs more or less throughout all 
of the Wisconsin drift region of the area under consideration, but 
has its greatest extent in Randolph County and least in Fayette. 
lt generally f)ccupies the site of an old lake or ·swamp and has a flat 
surface. When it is first broken it often, especially when it contai.us 
very little sand or g-ravel, is founil. as a heavy, black, sticky, chiy 
loam that is very difficult to plow. At such a time a ~pade thrust 
into it will cause it to shake for severnlfeet around. If rubbed 
in the hands it breaks up into numerous little irregular solids. 
Upon being turned up and dried out it becomes very hard, and 
numerous deep cracks form on the surface, but as soon as a shower 
moistens it pulverization sets in and an excellent seed bed is the 
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result. In the newly broken soil the texture frequently changes 
very little to a depth of 20 inches, hut the color becomes a shade 
lighter. .At a greater depth the color becomes a dark brown, grad­
ing at 2t feet into a medium brown clay, with little pockets of light 
colored sand, due to the decomposition of limestone pebbles. In 
other cases, where the water has not long been absent, the color at 
a depth of 2 feet is a drab, with a slight bluish tint. Iron concre­
tions are common in the subsoil. 
After the lVIiami black clay loam has been cultivated for several 
years and a f.ew crops of clover have been plowed into it, the tough, 
sticky nature disappears, leaving a very loose, granular and warnI 
soiL Tiles are laid as deep as 52 inches and 30 rods apart on some 
of the most open textured of this land, and are claimed to do the 
work; but from 36 to 45 inches are more common depths and 12 
rods apart a more common distance. When this soil has been thor­
oughly drained and well aerated, it is the best for corn in the area, 
containing Ii greater abundance of the proper plant foods, absorbing 
an excellent supply of air and water and more of the radiant energy 
from the sun. An average corn crop for the best farmer is about 
sixty-five bushels per acre, while a few exceptional farnlers get as 
high as ninety bushels and even 100 in good years; but the ordinary 
run will not exceed forty-five bushels .. 
The average wheat yields are not more than twelve bushels, 
while the oats range from twenty-five to forty-five. Clover does 
well if the land is drained, otherwise it heaves and the plants die. 
An especially strong soil is found in some cases where the Miami 
black clay loam has been coveeed by the wash from the upland, 
giving a mixed soil of 6 or 7 inches at the surface, underlain by 
9 or 12 inches of black clay loam. 'l'his, in turn, is underlain by 
a dark clay loam. grading into a gravelly brown clay loam, which 
contains highly decayed limestone pebbles occurring as pockets 
of light colored sand. On this kind of land the banner alfalfa crops 
are grown. 
The deep cracking which occurs as the land dries is a serious 
difficulty with some farmers. These cracks, which are sometimes 
3 feet deep and 1 inch wide at the surface, permit the ail' to come 
in contact with the plant roots, which not infrequently results in 
the death of the plant. The ba,d effect of this cracking can easily 
be avoided, in case of corn or any other crop that can be cultivated 
liuring the growing season, by stirring the soil frequently an~ keep­
ing the cracks filled up. 
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MIAMI SILT LOMd. 
The principal development of the Miami silt loam has been in 
the southern half of the area. In color and size of crops it is com­
parable to the Miami clay loam, unless it would be that the silt 
loam averages a shade lighter. The methods used in improving 
, the Miami silt loam are identical with those used for the Miami 
clay loam. For the texture and a more detailed description of this 
type, see reports uuder Franklin and Union counties, where its 
most extensive areas are found. 
lVhAMI IJOAM. 
This type is a warm, well aerated and very productive soil, with 
its main areas in the outwash plains of Wayne and Rush countie.'l. 
It resembles the Huntington IOlJm in that it has originated from 
material which has been assorted by water, in that it is generally 
underlain at from 4 to 6 feet by a bed of either sand or gravel, and 
in that it is a very early soil in the spring and can be cultivated 
much sooner than the Miami clay loam or the Miami silt loam 
after a heavy rain. A more detailed description of this type will 
he found in the reports for Wayne and Rush counties. 
HUNTIXGTON LOAM. 
Although fiue, medium and coarse saud, gravelly and silt loams 
occur in the stream bottoms, the Huntington loam is by far the 
leading type over the bottoms of this area covered by the Wisconsin 
drift. In Oile instance it is found for i>ome distance beyond this 
moraine, where it comprises the various terraces of Whitewater 
River in southern Franklin Oounty. With exception of the Wa­
bash loam, in Henry and Randolph connties, there exist only very 
limited areas of other bottom land 'types, scarcely any being of 
sufficient extent to be mapped. Along the smaller streams the bot­
toms are generally narrow, thus receiving a relatively large amount 
of wash from the upland. This develops an impure form. of Hunt­
ington loam, running higher in clay than the averagc type. 
The surface soil of the Huntington loam is generally a medium 
to a dark brown loam of 7 to 12 inches deep, but in places chang­
ing very little in texture until a depth of 2 feet, or even more, are 
reached. Immediately beneath the surface soil is often a heavy 
loam ",ith considerable gravel or sand intermixed. The amount of 
gravel and sand continues to increase downward until at a depth 
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ranging between 3 and 6 feet, where beds of nearly pure gravel 
or sand may be expected. In general the more loose and lighter 
varieties or the type are found as one approaches a stream, while 
the heavier phases occur near the upland. 'l'he first bottom is ordi­
narily more sandy than the second. Both the surface and subsoils 
vary greatly in te.'Ctnre, only remaining uniform over very small 
areas. The reason of this can be readily understood from a brief 
description ofthe origin of the Huntington loam. . 
Since the Huntington loam is almost always underlain by either 
stratified beds 'of gravel or sand, it is evident that,its subsoils, from 
which it has been largely derived, were laid down by water; and 
since these beds of gravel have the same rock composition as the' 
glacial drift of the surrounding couutry, they, undoubtedly, have 
been transported from the drift to the terraces by stream work. 
This work can be seen best at the 'time of a heavy rain, when innu­
merable little streams are rushing down the slopes with their loads 
of mud, sand and g-ravel, which they carry to the brook. This brook, 
like the rills of the hillside, deposits some of the heavier material 
wherever its current slackens; but succeeds in getting a portion of 
it to a larger stream. :Each stream, no matter what its size may 
be, deposits the coarser material where the current is swiftest and 
the finest where it is mOre sluggish; so we may find boulders under 
the stream current, gravel just outside of the current, coarse sand 
beyond the gravel, silt well out in the flood-plain, and possibly clay 
beyond that. Where the velocity becomes lesl'l, coarse sand is de­
posited over the gravel and medium on the coarse, etc., thus develop­
ing a stratification. 
All farmers of thjs locality are familiar with the fact that the 
bottom land is often considerably above the maximum extents of 
the greatest floods, and this question naturally arises: What rela­
tion exists between these hjgh bottoms (terraces), the flood plain' 
and the streams' At some time in tL.e past the flood plains of the 
streams were located where the highest terraces are at present, thus 
leaving these terraces as the remnants of former flood plains. More 
than 99 per cent. of the terraces of this area received. the material 
of which they are composed from the gravel, sand, silt and clay de­
positions taking place as stream currents slackened. 
The normal development of the class of terraces, described above, 
takes plaee in the following manner; The valley plain or flood 
plain is formed when the steep gradient of the stream's course gives 
way to the gentler. This junction first occurs at the head of the 
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valley, and then farther and farther up as the stream works back 
into the land. After awhile this advance becomes sufficient that 
the stream loses much of its load on reaching the head of its valley 
plain. It will then sink its channel into the flood plain farther 
down. When the flood plain stage iF; reached, meandering will 
likely take place. The meandering belt is narrower than the flood 
plain but continues to widen until it becomes sufficient in extent to 
hold the waters of ordimiry floods; at which time Ii. new flood plain 
is formed and the remnants of the old are left as terraces. At a 
later stage in the stream's history, erosion becomes less at the head, 
a smaller quantity of material is carried and the channel is, deep­
ened. . Other factors, such as an uplift, an increase in the volume 
of a stream, the removal of a dam or the recession of falls, might 
also account for terraces, but would be classed as accidental causes. 
At the melting of the Wisconsin ice sheet great floods were 
formed, which were heavily loaded with drift, and it was the deposi­
tion from this increased supply which built the flood plains high 
upon the sides of the valleys. When later the ice retreated, and 
the excessive supply became exhausted, streams began to cut or 
degrade their channels.. The outcome of this has been some of the 
high gravel terraces of the Whitewater River. 
For agricultural purposes the Huntington loam ranks high as 
a corn producer, forty-five bushels to the acre being probably a 
general average. "When the land overflows in the early spring, but 
does not interfere with the growing season, corn often averages 
seventy bushels to the acre. The sediment deposited by the floods 
is a great replenisher for the land. vYheat, oats and hay all do 
better than they do on the Wabash loam, but often lodge and do not 
properly mature. This soil is used, near the larger towns, for gar­
dening, owing to the fact that it is earlier than the Miami clay loam. 
The main difficulties with bottom lands are that they dry out badly 
~ 	 in droughts, are exceedingly weedy where they are flooded, espe .. 
cially during awet season, and are not benefited for ten or more 
years by a manure or commercial fertilizer like the Miami clay loam, 
two or three years being about as long as the improvement can be 
noticed. This seems to be due to the sandy subsoil, which permits 
the water to flow away through thil'l naturai underdrainRge with 
the plant foods in solution. 
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WABASH LOAM. 
The Wabash loam most often occurs as stretches of black land in 
the Huntington loam bottoms. These have a very high percentage 
of organic matter and make excellent corn land. They mark the 
sites of old bayous, swamps, or pondings of streams, where vegeta­
tion has accumulated in the presence of water. Sometimes these 
vegetal accumulations have not decomposed or become sufficiently 
mixed with other soils to show the earthy character-in which case 
they might be termed muck. 'I'he general texture of the Wabash 
loam is much like that of the Huntington loam, except for the high 
content of organic matter, and sometimes clay. Along some of the 
streams of Randolph and Henry ('ounties this seems to be the lead­
ing bottom land (vpe. 
This type of bottom land is a hetter corn land than the Hunting­
tOll loam, because of its high supply of humus, but not as good fo[, 
wheat. Sixty-five bushels of corn to the acre is an average crop 
for the better class of farmers. A more complete discussion of the 
Wabash loam is taken up nnder Randolph and Henry counties. 
'WABASH SILT LOAM. 
This type is similar in topographical occurrence and derivation 
to theWabash loam, but runs higher in silt and clay. It has a very 
limited occurrence in Henry and Randolph connties, under which 
it is described in more detail. 
MUCK. 
This soil appears in both the bottom lands and the uplands of 
Randolph and Henry connties. It is an impure form of peat; a 
light, chaffy, partially decomposed vegetal matter, which ill it-; 
natural state is decmed worthless in these seven counties, but when 
underdrained, mixed with other soils and properly cared for, it .. 
bccomes equal to the Miami black clay loam for corn and has no 
equal for onions. Something more of its physical properties, how 
to improve it and the crops raised on it are treated in the reports 
of the counties in which it is found. 
OTHER SOILS. 
Since the Oak Porest silt loam, the limes.tone slope clay loam 
(both upland soils), together with the Hamburg loam, a bottom 
land soil, are confined, almmt exclusively to Frl.mklin County; 
I 
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they are not discussed in this part of the report. but are descrihed 
in the report for Fra.nklin Oonnty. 
OHEMICAL ANA1,YI-\ES ObI SOILS. 
Ten samples of soils were o\Jtained from the more typical de­
velopments of the various t:vpes and were sent to Dr. R. E. Lyons, 
Professor of Chemistry at the University of Indiana, for chemieaI 
analyses. The resnlts. of these analyses appear in the following 
tllhle: 
~ 
00 
CHEMICf\L ANALYSES OF SOILS. 
Collector, Soil Sample, Description. 
LabO.,,,lory Numbers •........ , .... 
Reaction to lIlm us. , •••.......... 
Moisture from air dry at 105° C. 
Total soil nitrogen .. 
Carbon dioxide. 
Volatile and organic ....... 
Insoluble in 1.115 Hel ... 
Soluble silica ............. , , , , 
Ferric mdde (F.. 0.,) ........ , 
Alumina (Ah 0,) .. ' " ... 
Phosphono acid anhydride 
Calcium oxide (C" 0), . ' .... , , , 
Magnesium oxide (Mg 0) ., .. ,' 
Sulphuric acid anlivdri1. (8 0,) , 
POtasslUID oxide (K, 0) . . , , , 
Sodium OJ<ide (Na, 0), , , ' , . 
Total., 
Taylor.
Oak ~'orest 
31 
Acid. 
2,36 
,052 
2.488 
88.894 
,173 
2,&39 
4,784 
,110 
,084 
.487 
,043 
,250 
,265 
100.117 
II Taylor. I Taylor. Taylor. Taylor. 
Oak Forest Limestone, Huntington Milmi Bhck Cl~ySilt Loam ' Slope Chy I Lo.m 
Soil. t~r Soil. L01m Soil. 
82 3:l 34 I 35 
Acid. Xeuini Acid. I V. F. Acid. 
1.83 a,30 1.69 I 3.01 
,102 ,198 184 ,235 
1.557 
A~ALYSh:S OF }'rNE EARTH Dan:!.) ,)T 103°0. 
3.409 ,).480 3.813 7.129 
89,991 812()9 89.844 78.661 
,161 ,175 ,132 ,124 
2,117 4,599 2.538 3,431 
2,555 5,398 2,183 5,911 
,130 .421 ,180 ,169 
,349 ,8lil 333 2,3()9 
378 759 ,319 ,757 
.035 ,037 ,043 ,043 
,230 382 2'1'1 .421 
,183 .164 ,199 .489 
99 .•):18 97,475 99,848 00.450 
Taylor. 
Mum! 
Cby 10RIIl 
Soil. 
36 
. Acid, 
1.97 
141. 
4,008 
88.632 
,142 
2.4QO 
3,150 
,121 
,349 
.448 
,050 
180 
.195 
Taylor. 
Milmi 
1o.m 
Soil. 
37 
V. F. Acid, 
2,19 
242 
5.079 
86.819 
,()92 
2,616 
3.052 
,237 
,575 
,431 
,056 
.251 
.3()9 
00,1i17 
Taylor. 
Milmi 
Clay ImID 
Soil. 
6.850 
83,303 
,133 
3,539 
3,012 
.146 
,986 
.804 
,014 
,291 
,378 
99,516 
'taylor. 
Milmi 
Silt 1o"m 
Soil. 
39 
Ncutul, 
1.60 
,169 
3.921 
88.526 
,101 
2,633 
2,846 
,U8 
439 
.5.>4 
,037 
,341 
325 
99.841 
Taylor. 
Mbml 
Chi: JAmUl 
Soil. 
40 
V. F. Acid. 
2.54 
.0/9 
2.773 
5.996 
77.689 
.m 
4,329 
7,169 
,n.s 
2.912 
,71& 
.051 
,319 
,314 
99,721 
f;l
;g 
~ 
"'l 
0 
':;J 
00 
'""
;.­
'"'l 
t't 
CiJ 
t;f 
0 
t* 
0 Q
.... 
rn 
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In the above table samples 31 and 32 were obtained from the 
Oak Forest silt loam of Frllnklin County. This soil and subsoil 
run very low in lime (CaO) and organic matter. It is the lightest 
aolored soil of the area of sUffey. Number 33 was procured from 
the residual soil of the Cincinnati limestone. It is dark colored and 
has a high content of organic matter. Number 34 represents the 
leading bottom land type. :Number 35 belongs to the dark brown 
to black soil of the 1\1iami series, which leads an others of the 
upland types in production of corn. Number 36 is of the lighter 
colored soil of the Miami clay loam, commonly called" white beech 
land," while number 40, which is commonly known as "sugar tree 
land," is of the medium bro'\vn color. Number 38 was taken from 
a special soil or the sugar tree variety of the Miami clay loam, 
which is particularly well adapted to the growing of the *" Ameri­
can Beauty Roses." Number 37 is a typical sample of the Miami 
loam and 39 of the M.iami silt loam. 
The climatic conditions of this portion of Indiana are generally 
favorable for the growing or crops. . 'rhe rainfall is well distrib­
uted throughout the year, 39.51 inches bl'ing about the normal 
annual average; Jroughts are rare, extreme temperatures seldom 
occur, and the growing season ranges from five to six months, no 
killing frosts occurring during this period, while the winters are 
seldom severe. 
Mauzy, which iR located near the center of the area, had its 
warmest month since 1882 in .July, 1901, with a mean temperature 
of 80.2°, and its coldest month in January, 1884, with a mean of 
]4.2°. The coldest winter (December, .January and February) 
was that or 1884-85, with a mean temperature of 19.3°, and the 
mildest, that of 1889-90, >vith a mean of 37.6 0 The warmest .sum­• 
mer (.Tune, ,July and August) was in 1901, with a mean tempera­
ture of 75.6Q. and the coolest in 1883, with a mean of 66.0°. The 
highest temperature recorded was 108", on July 22, 1901, and the 
lowest 26°, on .Jannary 6, 1884. The wettest year was 1883, with 
a total precipitation of 57.31 inches, and tbe dryest, 1895, with 
27.05 inches. The greatest monthly precipitation was 10.67 inches, 
in l\farch, 1898, and the least, 0.26 inches, in August, 1889. 
"See page 77. 
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GROWING AND USES OF ALFALFA . 
.Alfalfa is little more than passing through its initiatory stages 
in this part of Indiana. Few of the fields exceed five acres, and 
the average is not over two and a half. It is being raised success­
fully on all of the types of land represented in this arQa except the 
Oak Forest silt loam, where it has not had a fair trial. The best 
crops of alfalfa have been grown on the Miami black clay loam 
underlain by a gravelly yellow clay and covered by the wash from 
the upland. A splendid example of such conditions is found on 
the farm of Dr. Clark, one-half mile south of Economy. 
In April, 1903, Dr. Clark, after carefully inoculating with al­
falfa dirt and preparing the ground of a five-acre field, which was 
well tiled, sowed his alfalfa seed. 1'he next year he cut two tons 
of hay, and the following the same amount. Because·of the poor 
stand, which was found to be due to a poor grade of seed, he again 
hroke up the land in April,' 1906. 'l'his time he inoculated witll 
sweet clover soil and used great care to obtain a good seed. After 
getting his seed-bed into as good condition as he knew how, he sow-eil 
his seed, anq the result was a most excellent Rtand. On June 8, 
1908, he cut six tons of hay from these five acres; on .July 17, Rix 
tons, and on August 8, eight tons. He could have cut another crop, 
but instead turned his sheep into the field. JJater in the fall he 
scattered manure over the ground with a manure spreader. His 
crop on June 15, 1909, ·was eleven tons; on Allgnst 2, eight tons, 
on September 16, twelve tons, and another good crop eould have 
been taken off, but the shcep were again permitted to pasture on it. 
The roots of this alfalfa are covered ,vitb the little nitrogen tnher;; 
that are developed by the minnte organisms known as baderin. 
Dr. Clark informed the writer that his sheep received no feed 
except alfalfa, that the old ewes kept fat, and in ,January, 1908, 
when tbey dropped their lambs their Jldders ·were lat'ge and con­
tained abundance of mille The lamhs were large awl sound and 
all lived. In ]\;[ay, 1908, these lamLs wt'ig-lwd nitwty-six pounds. 
'rhe doctor says that he only has to feed hi;; horse olJ:·-half <IS much 
alfalfa as other hay, and by cutting it up, :-;prinlding a little bral! 
over and pouring hot water on that it makes a very good feed for 
chickens, causing them to lay better than any feed he has ever tried. 
Where the Miami clay loam or il1:1ami silt loam is well under­
drained, good seed is used and proper preparation of the soil is 
made, a stand invariably follows. POl' the area under consideration 
no betti'll' descriptioIJ. of alfalfa raisin!5 on the Miami cla;v loam call 
- a 
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be given than to relate the experience of Oliver La Fuse, the lead­
ing alfalfa grower of Union County. 
A three acre field, partly Miami black day loam and partly 
Miami clay loam, was selected. Across both of these soils a gravel 
road had once passed, but had been abandoned thirty years pre­
viously, thus permitting the gravel to become thoroughly mixed 
with the soils. In the latter part of April, 1902, Mr. La Fuse sowed 
his alfalfa seed, but he did not get a healthful growth. The leaves 
turned yellow after it began to grow. 'l'he second year he got about 
three tons of hay from the field. In April, 1903, he procured 800 
pounds of alfalfa dirt, and, after pulverizing, scattered it over the 
field with a shovel. No apparent difference in the grovil"th of the al­
falfa could be seen until late in September, when streaks of a dark 
green color began to show, these being due to the unequal distribu­
tion of the inoculation dirt. lIpon examining the roots of the alfalfa 
, groI>Ving in the streaks, little tubers were found to be developing, 
when nothing of the kind had been seen befo·re. Later the darker 
streaks began to widen, and finally this color covered the entire field. 
In 1905 twelve tons of hay were taken off in threc cuttings, and it 
was noticed that where an old road had been, on the Miami clay 
loam, the crop had doubled that on either side and was also mu~h 
better where this road had crossed the Miami black clay loam, thus 
showing the effect of a loose, warm, well aerated soil. In 1906 
fifteen tons were obtained from the three acres. 
Probably more alfalfa is raised on the Huntington loam than 
on all of the other soils combined. This seems to be due to its 
being easy to get a good stand on this warm, sandy soil, with its 
natural underdrainage. 'fhe yoots have a loose, well aerated subsoil 
to penetrate, which enables them to their supply of nitrogen 
at a considerable depth as well as at the surface. The most suc­
cessful alfalfa grower on the Huntington loam which the writer 
met in the area surveyed was .Tohn MH.rtin, of Franklin County. 
His farm is situated two miles west. of Brookville, the county seat 
of Franklin County. 'l'he land on which :Mr. Martin grows alfalfa 
is a first bottom that overflows during the time of the freshets in 
the spring, and is in some cases old gravel bars that were considered 
waste land, being entirely too gravelly for corn, wheat or oats. After 
planting in almol't a}l months between April and October, Mr. Mar­
tin consider,.; the lw;;t meth..d awl time to plant is to break the ground 
immediately after the wheat is taken off. Then, by dragging his 
ground every two weeks until September, he obtains a good S'eed­
[3] 
p 
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bed and gets rid of his weeds. At this time the seed is sown. By 
the next spring the alfalfa is ready for cutting and the farmer 
has not been deprived of his land like he would have been had he 
sown in April or May. In that event he should not take off any 
cutting the first year,. but leave it lay as a mulch to protect the 
roots and enrich the land. Mr. Martin gets an average yield of 
four and a half tons to an acre, while the general run of farmers 
get about three tons. 
As a feed for cows and horses alfalfa, in Mr. Martin's estima­
tion, has no eqnal. When a change is made from other feed to 
alfalfa, in a very few days an increase in the flow of milk, and the 
amount of butter that can be made from a pound of milk is noted. 
The size of crops and the growing of alfalfa on the Miami loam 
resembles that of the Huntington loam, while the Miami silt loam, 
in this respect, is more like the Miami clay loam. Good crops of 
alfalfa are in the reach of all, if the proper care is exercised. III 
brief, the chief requirements are: (1) A wellunderdrained land; 
(2) a soil that is warm, loose and open, so the air can circulate 
through it; (3) agood seed-bed, free from weeds; (4) a careful 
inoculation with either alfalfa or sweet clover dirt, good seed, and 
the land in a high state of fertility: If the land is a clay or silt 
loam, a few loads of crushed limestone sand or local gravel can be 
very profitably scattered over it. This gives a looser texture and. 
adds a material that will decay in time and supply lime. If the 
ground is first bottom, one should be careful and not plant too 
near the ground-water leveL "ince as soon as the roots get to the 
wa!er the alfa1fa will begin to die. 
CORN. 
The crop that is grown most, yields the best and brings the 
largest returns in the area of survey is corn. On the other hand, 
there is no crop so small, when compared with what it really should 
be. This fact impressed the writer very strongly' while visiting 
almost every square mile of the country designated and noting that 
the best class of farmers were getting crops that would average 
40 per cent. better than the gen'3ral run. Neither the ground nor 
the natural facilities for improving it were any better than those 
of their neighbors. > 
One of the leading difficulties in the year 1909 was that the 
land was too wet to cultivate, this giving the weeds a chance to 
encroach upon the Trn. Another difficulty was that it was very 
I 
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late in the spring before the corn could be planted. The best farm­
ers overcame both of these obstacles by having their land tiled, so 
they were able to plant a couple of weeks before their neighbors 
and tcnd their corn when it needed it most. In 1908 the crop 
average was very low on account of the drought, but the best 
farmers in general got good crops. They accomplished thil:l by 
keeping up a shallow and levei cultivation, and so conserved the 
moisture; or, more properly speaking, their stirring of the surface 
Allowcd the moiSture in it to evaporate and create in the upper 
interstices of the soil partial vacuums which brought the water 
up from below by capillary attraction. I found that some of these 
farmers had cultivated their corn every other week from the time 
they had planted until the husk began to turn yellow, and the 
man that raised the best corn crop in the State for 1908 went 
through his corn every week. He used a lapped board drag for his 
shallow cultivation, except after a rain, when he used a l!-inch 
spike drag. 
A neglect to replenish the soil is another common cause of poor 
corn. 'fhe.best farmer believes in giving nourishment to his land 
as well as to his stock. He feeds almost everything that he raises 
on the place and in this way gets a large portion of the plant food 
back from the droppings. Hog men generally aim' to feed their 
hogs over the poor portions of the farms. A careful rotation is 
practiced, and green manuring is resorted to. Good farmers are 
often found buying hay and plowing under clover. By a careful 
."'election of their typical soils., which they have had analyzed by the 
State Experimental Station at Purdue, and also by trying various 
commercial fertiliJ.:ers on special rows of corn or over particular 
plats of ground, they have been able to get the fertilizer that will 
supply the plant food which is lacking in their soils. Many farmers 
are very careless in breaking the land in the spring, merely skim­
ming over the surface, instead of setting the plow down to a good 
depth and turning' up, at least, all of the plow soil. Some of the 
more progressive farmers make it a rule to plow into the subsoil 
slightly each time and in this way get a greater amount of plow 
soil s.o that the corn roots will have a larger scope from which to 
obtain their nourishment. Too much care eannot be exercised in 
getting a good seed-bed after the breaking has been ·completed. 
Matters that are much neglected and at the same time rank 
among the most important in obtaining a yield of corn, are the 
selecting, breeding and testing of'seed corn. In fact, these are 
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of sufficient consequence that the foremost corn growers of the 
United States say that an increase of yield, ranging' fJ'om twcnty­
five to forty bushels to the aere can be realized in five or ~ix years 
by observing them in practice. These leading corn growers main­
tain that the seed should be selected in the field before cutting, 
that the ear should be about 4 or 4i feet from the ground and 
should come from a hill that has produced three good stalks. The 
corn should then be ranked or hung up in a dry place, where there 
is a free circulation of air, in order that it will thoroughly dry 
before the cold weather sets in. 
Some farmers through breeding of corn can guarantee it to 
grow if true to type. By means of a careful record they know the 
dam and sire of an ear and know almost exactly what it will pro­
duce to the arxe. A simple method of keeping a record is to take 
a box 20x40 inches and 3 inches deep, filled with dirt, and divide 
it into squares 2x2 inches by drawing a string back and forth across 
it. Nmnber the squares, then take three grains from an ear, one 
from each end and one from the middle; turn the ear and in the 
same manner select three more graim;. By planting thll six grains 
in one of the squares and numbering the ear, one has his record 
when the corn comes up. A box 20x40 inches will test 200 ears, 
which will plant about fifteen acres. This method gives a reason­
able assurance that corn 'will grow in every hill. Suppose corn fails 
to grow in every tenth hill, which is a common occurrence, it means 
that one acre is lost in every ten. 
Other very important factors in corn raising or doing anything 
else in the agricultural line is to keep in touch with what the lead­
ing agriculturists are doing through good farm papers, by attend­
ing farmers' institutes, fairs and lectllrcs, ur by visiting and inves­
tigating the methods of the most prog-ressive farmers of your own 
vicinity and adjacent vicinities. 
HOW TO AVOID 'l'HE WASHING OF THE IjAND FRO}[ 
THE HIIjT1SIDJ<JS. 
In the more hilly portions of the flection of country under dis­
('ussion, erosion, or washing, has rendered worthless a high per­
centage of the hillside laud. In some cases the farms which were 
once reported to produce fair crops have been so cut up and washed 
that they have sold for $2 per acre. The reason for such deteri­
oration in the land has been due largely to careless plowing. In­
stead of plowing as near as one can conveniently at right angles 
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to the steepest slope, farmers often plow almost with the slope, 
g'lVlllg the water after a rain a b"utter in which to flow. Crops 
that llf'ce.'lsitate t.he ground being bare£or long period!';, like 
corn and tobacco, should not be raised so much on the hillsides, but, 
instead, blue grass, alfalfa or something that will hold the soil. 
enderdrainage is also a great help in keeping the land from wash­
ing, large volum~s of water being carricd off through the tiles that 
would otherwise flow off on the :mrface. 
HOW '1'0 MAKE A SOIl; OUT OF AN EXPOSED SUBSOIh 
How to get into a high state. of tultivation a Miami clay loam 
or Miami silt loam subsoil that has been exposed to the surface on 
account of the soil being washed away has been a very difficult 
problem for farmers to soh;e. The consensus of opinion of leading 
farmers seems to be to (1) see that the land is well underdrained; 
(2) thenput straw or something on for humus; (3) ~and or grave] 
plowed in is also a good thing to make the soil more porous and 
better aerated; (4) apply a manure dressing; (5) and if a stand of 
clover is obtained it should he plowed under without cutting it 
either for hay or seed. By pursuing a treatment about like the 
one given above, farms that would not produce an average of ten 
bushels of corn to an acre, are today yielding sixty. 
A special treatment given byWm. A. Lewis of Williamsburg, 
some years ago, to one and one-half acres of subsoil, occupying the 
"ite of an old brickyard, may assist someone in developing a soil out 
of subsoil. Mr. Lewis, when he had completed the tiling, broke this 
ground with a three-horse sulky plow, after which he put on a coat­
ing of wood ashes, then applied five loads of plaster sand. He next 
added seven cords of rotted wood (chip manure), which he pre­
cured at a sawmill. When two years had elapsed, giving the chip 
manure, straw and sand a chance to become well mixed with the 
ground, this one and one-half acre was as productive as any other 
part of Mr. Lewis' farm. 
AGRICCLl'URAL ME'l'HODS AND CONDITIONS. 
In order to consider the cultural methods generally practiced, 
it is necessary to divjde the surveyed area into two divisions the 
larger of which comprises eighty-five per cent. of the seven counties 
and the smaller fifteen per cent. With exception of some very lim­
ited areas of the limestone slope clay loam, and the Hamburg loam, 
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all of the soil types of the larger division occur on the Later Wis­
consin drift and have originated from it; while the type occupying 
the surface of thc Illinoian drift makes up the smaller division. 
Later Wisconsin Drift a'nd Soils. 'l'hroughout the Later Wis­
ccnsin drift area, where the Miami series occupy the upland and 
the Huntington and 'Vabash loams the bottom lands, there have 
been marked advancements in cultural methods. In spite of the 
faet that the pioneers had the new and strong virgin soils on which 
to grow their crops, it is not uncommon to find the present. genera­
tions: getting better crops from the same fields. Especially is this 
true for corn. By going back four or five decades, we find the 
farmer turning his ground 'with a breaking plow, harrowing once 
and sometimes not at all. Rotation was hardly ever thought of, 
corn being grown upon the same field for twenty consecutive years, 
and the same was true of wheat. 'l'he benefits derived from tiling, 
systematic stock feeding, selection of seed, green manUl"ing and 
commercial fertilizers were almost unknown. Today, the average 
farmer has gotten out of the old rut and is using, to some extent, 
the more advanced method'l; bnt he yet falls far short of complying 
with the requisites necessary to get the best crops from the soil. 
The best farmers make it a rule to rotate corn, wheat and 
clover, generally using the clover as a green manure i but the great 
majority could not be said to follow any system of cropping. A 
good many raise corn for two or three years, then wheat or oats, fol­
lowed by clover and timothy, which is cut for hay and seed. What 
is left of the clover is pastured, after which corn is again planted. 
In other cases the corn is followed directly by clover or timothy, 
because of frequent failures in their wheat and oats crops. Some 
grow corn as long as possible, then follow with oats and once in a 
great while clover is grown, while otht>rs alternate corn and oats 
and then in every four or five years introduce clover. Timothy is 
often grown instead of clover, because of heaving, which is due to 
the undrained condition of the ground. 
As a hay, clover is preferable to timothy for improving the land, 
since it takes the nitrogen out of the atmosphere and puts it into 
the soil. As a clover hay the little red clover is considered best, 
but as a green manuring crop the big English clover is generally 
liked better on account of the great amount of organic matter that 
it. adds to the soil. When the soils do not run too high in organic 
matter, wheat is grown instead of oats as a nurse crop for clover, 
;;ince it drrnYs less upon both the moisture and the available plant 
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foods of the soil, giving the clover a better show after the grain is 
taken off. A hay that is far richer in nutrition, yields more tons to 
the acre and supplies the nitrogen to the soil as well as any of the 
other clovers, is alfalfa. By a proper preparation of the soil of the 
Miami clay loam, Miami silt loam, Miami black clay loam, Huntjng­
ton loam, or Miami loam, a stand is almost sure to follow. Farmers 
of this area will find themselves highly repaid if they will grow it. 
The stable manure is almost always scattered over the corn 
ground and the old fork method of spreading it is rapidly giving 
away to the manure spreaders, which pay for themselves in a few 
years. Commercial fertilizers are used by two-thirds of the farm.. 
e1'8 of this area in growing wheat, but not near so much for corn. 
The few farmers, who are trying different commercial fertilizers on 
various plats of land or on certain rows of corn, and in addition 
are having their soil analyzed by the Purdue Experimental Sta­
tion to learn whenever it is lacking in plant foods, are realizing 
excellent results. But many seem to have no conception as to what 
their land needs in the way of a commercial fertilizer and use it 
without any system. If it happens to have some of the plant foods 
needed, it meets their approval; but if not, all brands are con­
sidered injurious to the ground. 
The rule seems to be that the poor farmers sell their corn and 
hay at the elevators or to the better farmers who feed it in addi­
tion to what they thems.elves raise. The average farmers sell a 
small part of their hay and grain, except wheat. Wheat by all 
three classes, is almost always sold at the elevators. 
Of late years the growing of tomatoes has received some atten­
tion, especially in Henry County, where over 200 acres were de­
voted to this crop in 1908. Some five or six canning factories 
have been established in this county. An average yield ranges 
from six to eight tons per acre. 
With exception of north central Henry COlmty, very few po­
tatoes are raised for the outside marl,ets. Crops range from seven­
ty-five to 150 bushels to the acre. 
During the last decade there have been steady advances in the 
value of land. This has been due partly to the increase in pri!la;;; 
and demand for farm products, but also to numerous improve­
ments. Taking the area as a whole, the farm improvements arc 
above the average for the State of Indiana. The average farm 
dwelling is a neatly painted two-storied frame building, while the 
barns are large and substantially built. Fences are generally good, 
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mostly being wire, but some hedges and a few rail fences ar(~ 
found. Several million rods of tile lie beneath the surface of this 
area, yet it is not one-fifth of what is needed. 
About sixty-five per cent. of the farmers own the land they cul­
tivate. More renting is done on shares, under a five-year contract, 
than by cash. When rented on shares, the landowner generally 
furnished one-half of everything except labor, and gets one-half of 
the net income. From $3.50 h) $6.00 per acre is the usual cash 
rent. Owing to a common practice of cash renters in getting all 
they can from the soil without replenishing, it is considered very 
unadvisable for land owners to rent for cash. 
'rhere seems to be a growing tendency toward smaller farms 
and more intensive farming. Experienced farm hands are rare 
and many farmers claim that they can realize more from an eighty­
acre where they can attend to almost everything themselves, 
than they can from a 160-acre farm, where it if' necessary to do con­
siderable hiring. It is especially difficult to get hired help during 
harvest, when it is needed most. Where labor is hired by the 
month or year, from $18.00 to $22.00 per month is about the aver­
age wage, while during harvest from $1.50 to $2.50 per day is the 
customary rate. 
'fhe live stock interest centers largely in hogs, farmers turn­
ing off, annually to the 100 acres, all the way from 20 to 125 
head. 'I'hese consist largely or Duroc and Poland-China, and a 
few Chester 'Vhite and Berkshire. One or two farmers in almost 
every neighborhood, will fatten each year from ten to twenty young 
steers. Very few farmers are in the dairy business. on a large scale, 
although almost every farmer has, at least, two or three cows for 
hutter and milk. Dairy herds consist principally of .Jerseys and 
some Holsteins, while the heef cattle are Shorthorns, Herefords 
and Angus, the former predominating. In each county there are 
a few men making a specialty of raising horses, but the ordinary 
farmers raise very few for the outside markets. Probahly more 
Percherons are found than any other breed. Ahout one farmer out 
of six has from tell to thirty head of sheep, the Shropshire blood 
pr~dominating. 'I'he few mules raised are used mostly to supply 
the local demand for work animals of this type. 
Almost every farm has a few apple trees and sometimes a few 
pear, peach, cherry Fllld plum trees, but generally little attention 
is ~riven to them other than to have enoug'h fruit for the home 
supply. Mueh better yields can he realized by the trees the 
proper attention. 
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'rhere is some difference in the agricultural value of the various 
soil types. Of the upland soils, the Miami black clay loam is the 
best for corn but the poorest for wheat, while the Miami clay loam 
lind i\Hand silt loam are good for general farming purposes. The 
Miami loam IS about as good as the Miami clay loam and Miami 
silt loam for wheat and oats, but better for corn. Of the bottom 
land the Wabash loam and Wabash silt loam are the best for corn, 
and the Huntington loam for general farming. '1'he land ordi­
narily ranges from $65.00 to $125.00 per acre, the Miami black 
('lay loam demanding the best pJ'ices, the Miami loam the next best 
followed by the Huntington loam, and this in turn by the Miami 
clay loam and )Hami silt 108m. 
Illinoian Drifl Soil. Over the one representative of the Illi­
noian drift soil (the Oak Forest silt loam), the cultural methods, 
being practiced, are little in advance of the forefathers. There is 
no system of rotation, very little clover is grown and tile are very 
exceptional. The land is badly worn out and is in a cold, clammy 
and sour state. By using considerable fertilizer wheat is grown, 
which is the principal crop. Corn yields are very low and oats only 
fair. 'I'imothy is the leading hay. Very little stock is raised and 
consequently the amount of manure is meagre. 
The buildings, fences and general farm improvements are poor, 
oxcept for a few neighborhoods. Where the land is badly cut up 
by stream valleys not over five per cent. is cultivated. Such land 
sells as low as $2 per acre, while the best farms will bring $60. 
By tiling, using lots of lime to correct the sourness, growing 
clover, incorporating humus by means of green manuring crops and 
more stable manure, by raising more stock and feeding them over 
the farms1 practicing a judicious rotation of crops, selection of 
seeds, and a careful cultivation, this type will produce crops al­
most as good as the Miami clay loam and Miami silt loam. 
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RANDOLPH COUNTY. 

Immediately north of Wayne County, south of Jay and border­
ing the Ohio line on the east is Randolph County. It has an area 
of 450 square miles. 
'1'he first settlement in Randolph County was made iu April, 
1814, by 'l'hornas W. Parker in flec. 28 (16 :N., 1 W). A consider­
able number of land entries were made in 1814 and 1815, but the 
act creating the county was not approved until January 10, 1818. 
As early as 1815 both a school and church existed, and in 1818 
Winchester was selected as the county seat. 
Many of the early settlers were transient and gave very little 
attention to agriculture, but turned their attention to trapping, 
hunting and bartering. But some men came to stay and these 
made clearings, built cabins and' planted corn. One of these men, 
Henry W. Way, planted an orchard west of Winchester, prior to 
1820. In these early days, salt sold for $18 per barrel, corn 10 cents 
per bushel, oats 12 cents, pork i cents per pound and beef Ii cents. 
Good milk cows were worth $7 apiece. . 
There is one thing that the people of Randolph County can be 
especially proud of, and that is the fact that in 1856 the first tile 
ever made in the State of Indiana were burnt at the brickyard of 
Elisha Martin, situated south of Winchester. In 1881 there were 
seventeen tile factories in the county turning out 100,000 rods 
annually. Since that time there has been a steady increase in thc 
demand for tile, and today Randolph County boasts of over 1,000,­
000 rods of tile lying beneath her splendid farm land. 
Although agriculture, by many odds, is the leading industry of 
the county, yet its largest towns. have some very good manufactur­
ing plants. At Winchester, thc county seat and a town of 6,000 
inhabitants, are the works of the Woodbury Glass Co., which are 
said to be the largest of their kind in the world .. It gives employ­
ment to 550 men. Unien City, in the east central part of the 
county, with a population of 4.000 on the Indiana side and 1,000 
on the Ohio, has two carriage works, one wbeel factory and a back 
stay factory, which give employment to 1,000 men. In the north 
central portion of the county, is Ridgeville with its large stone 
quarry and a brush and broom plant. 13esidesthese towns already 
named are Farmland, Lynn and Saratoga, all of which are pros­
perous and growing, with populations ranging from 700 to 1,200. 
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Out of 900 miles of road in Randolph County, about 325 are 
gravel or macadam. Although the county is rather deficient in its 
supply of gravel for road building, yet it has an inexhaustible 
supply of limestone, in the northern portion, that is being used ex­
tensively for road building, 
The railway facilities are excellent. Two divisions of the Big 
Four cross it from east to we:>t, one through the center and the 
other across the southern third. The G. R. & I. bisects itr from 
north to south; the P. C. & St. h crosses the uorthwestern quarter 
and the C. C. & L. the southwestern. An interurban traction .line 
passes through the center of the county from east to west. 
As an agricultural county, Randolph takes its place among the 
he..<.;t of the State. In 1908 over 27,000 acres of wheat, 86,000 of 
corn, 26,000 of oats, 1,200 of rye, 29 of buckwheat, 21,000 of clover, 
450 of potatoes, 120 of tomatoes, 600 of tobacco, 11,000 of timothy, 
and 110 of alfalfa were harvested. On January 1, 1908, there were 
on hands 9,800 horses and colts, 220 mules, 7,400 dairy cattle and 
5,000 beef cattle. Over 70,000 hogs and 9,000 sheep were sold 
during the same year. The tillable land of Randolph comprise3 
about seventY-5ix per cent of tbe total area, while the cleared land 
in pasture is about thirteen per cent. and the woodlaud in pasture 
about eleven per cent. 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GBOLOGY. 
'1'he surface formations of this county belong to two geological 
periods. The Niagara limestone, which is found outcropping at 
various places in the channels of the Mississinewa and White Riv­
ers, is Silurian in age; while the Wisconsin drift, covering thc en­
tire county, is Pleistocene. 
Taken as a whole, this is the most level of the seven counties 
of which this paper treats. A small moraine of less than a mile in 
"ridth and ranging between 25· and 50 feet in height enters the 
State at Union City and follows the north bank of White River 
entirely across the county entering Delaware County a short dis­
tance north of Windsor. '{'he topography north of this ridge is a 
gently undulating plain sloping gradually to the south bank of the 
Mississinewa River, which lies 6 miles north. This plain is 
dotted with numerous small shallow basins, which are now Miami 
black clay loam areas, hut in the past were small lakelets, ponds 
and marshes. North of the .Mississinewa one again encounters a 
rather pronounced morainic area, extending from east to west 
across the north end of the county. '{'he strongest morainic belt is 
located in the southern tier of townships. It has a breadth of 5 
or 6 miles and carries knolls and ridges varying from 30 to 50 feet 
in height. It is also the principal watershed and divide between 
White and Whitewater Rivers. Between l\.fartindale Creek and 
Green's Fork, is what is known as the" Summit," with an altitude 
of 1,234.4 feet, which is the greatest measured in the State. Hills 
south of this point are estimated to be 50 feet higher. Between 
this heavy moraine and White River is another almost level plain, 
with the frequent occurrences of dark colored areas (Miami black 
clay loam) occupying depressions in the light colored soils. 
In the southern part of the county, where the surface is rolling, 
these old kettle basins, occupied by the dark colored soil, are rare. 
This is not due to the basins never having been developed in these 
portions, because the pronounced moraine would indicate that 
many were present immediately after the recession of the ice; but 
rather to the fact that many streams and their tributaries worked 
their heads back into this moraine, and thoroughly drained at a 
time sufficiently prior to the present, that decomposition has had 
a chance to decompose almost. aU of the organic matter, that once 
('ollected in the ponds and marshes. 
SOIL SURVEY OF HANDOLPH COUNTY. 4!:l 
SOILS. 

The soils of the Miami series extend over almost all of the up­
land of the eounty. Of these, the Miami clay loam is the most ex­
tensive and next to it is the Miami black clay loam. Quite limited 
areas of the Miami loam are found along West River, Green's Fork 
and the East Fork of Whitewater niver. In the bottoIllil are found 
the Huntington loam, Wabash loam and Wabash silt loam; while 
very small areas of muck occur in both bottom and upland. The 
following table gives the extent of each of these types. 
/ AREAS OF DIFFERE~T SOILS. 
Squa.reSon•. Per Cent. Mlles. 
Mi.mi uhy 10.01. . . . .. . 382.0 84.9 
Miami bl.ck clay loam.. . 50.0 11.1 
Miamlloam .......... . 1.0 .2 
Huntington loam ....... . 6.0 1.3 
Wabash loam.......... . 10.0 2.2 
Wabash silt loom .. . .5 .1 
Muck." ........... . .5 .1 
TotaL. .......... . 450.0 99.9 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
The Miami clay loam contains more clay and is more uniform 
in Randolph County than it is in any of the other counties treated 
in this report. In general, it consists of a clay loam of a light or 
medium gray color and having a depth ranging from 7 to 12 
inches. Underl..ying this is from 1 to 2 feet of a medium to dark 
brown and sometimes a yellowish brown subsoil. At the top, this 
subsoil is generally a silt or clay loam, which becomes more clayey 
as it occurs deeper in the section, grading into a sandy clay at the 
bottom. This, in turn, is underlain by a gravelly or sandy clay of 
a little lighter color. 
Although the Miami clay loam is the predominating type in all 
parts of the county, yet it occurs most typical and covers the high­
est percentage of area over the glacial ridges and rolling country 
It is always found occupying the higher land. 
It is reported by many farmers that the Miami clay loam only 
produces about one-half as much corn as the Miami black clay loam. 
Inquiry reveals that most of the tile is put under the :Miami black 
clay loam and the Miami clay loam is left with a poor under­
drainage. Such land yields from twenty to forty bushels of eorn to 
[4] 
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the acre, depending upon how it is farmed; but when tiled and 
properly cared for, sixty bushels are not uncommon. Wheat ranges 
from twelve to twenty-five bush~ls, but an average is about fifteen, 
while oats average thirty to thirty-five, clover one to one and one­
half tons and from one to two busheb3 of seed, and timothy one to 
one and one-half tons. The selling price of land per acre is from 
~~~ . 
The following table shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of samples of the ::\1iami clay loam: 
MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
~ WCALITY. I Description. 11 11 ~ I ] IJ 
! __~__~___I________ ~ ~ 11_ t 1 ~ ~_ ~ ~ !~. 
I . 
66. 2 mil~ west of New LiSbon. Soil, 0 to 10 inches: .... 1 .6 1.3 2.5 6.7 7.8 61.0 20.0 
66b First subsoil of 66a. . . . . . Subsoil, 10 to 30 inches. .2 .6 1.6 3.8 4.4 52.3 40.1 
660 Second subsoil of 66a. . . . .. Subsoil, 30 to 42 Inches., 1.8 2.1 2.8 5.8 69 45.4 35.4 
31a ! mile south of Randolph. . Soil.. . ... ......... .' 2.0 2.0 3.2 7.7 9.2 51.4 24.7 
3lb Subsoil to 66,............ .. Subsoil............... .5 .8 2.3 11.1 10.7 59.7 17.0 
47a 2 miles east and ! mile north 
of Arba ............. .. Soil, 0 to 9 inches.. .. . 1.0 1.9 3.0 9.8 11.7 42.7 31.0 
47b First subsoil tu 47a ....... . SubsOil. 9 to 23 inch",.. 1. 3 2.7 3.8 8.0 9.4 47.7 28.0 
410 Second subsoil tu 47a ..... . Subsoil. 23 tu 36 inches. 4.9 3.2 4.6 9.2 18.1 36.4 24.7 
540 2; miles north and t mile 
west of Arb........ . Soil. 0 to 11 inches .... .7 1.4 1.6 6.2 6.9 55.0 29.0 
54b First subsoil to 540 ....... . Subsoil. 11 to 35 inches: 1.2 1.6 2.8 7.2 8.3 43.4 35.1 
540 Second subsoil to 54 a ..... . Subsoil. 35 tu 41 inches. 3.6 2.9 4.4 8.8 10.0 36.6 33.1 
11. 1; mil~ south of Plea"nt· 
view. , .. SoiL.... ........... 2.0 1.7 3.2. 6.8 I 8.0 50.7 29.6 

llb Sub,oil to 11a.. .. Subsoil........... ... 1.5 2.1 3.51 8.0 I 9.6 490 27.0 

MIAMI BIJACK OLAY LOAM. 
l'he low flat gently undulating plains both north and south of 
the Union Oity ridge contains a larger area of Miami black clay 
loam than any other county of the surveyed area. Some of this 
land is yet undrained and much of it has been drained during the 
past decade. 
The texture is very much like that given in the general discus­
sion. The surface soil, ranges from 9 to 14 inches deep, is a clay 
loam of a black color, and sometimes the subsoil continues to a 
depth of 3 feet with about the same color, but the texture changes 
to a clay of a heavy, tough nature. A more common case is for the 
soil at 1t to 2 feet to grow lighter in color and take on a drab a/p­
pearance. A little deeper the drab color becomes streaked with a 
bright yellow and carries iron concretions. A rather striking char­
acteristic of both the surface soil and subsoil in occasional low flat 
areas is the low content of sand and gravel. 
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Difficulty is often encountered in plowing this soil, because of 
the tough, cohesive nature, but if taken when moisture conditions 
are favorable, it is not difficult to put it in good tilth. After being 
well tiled and cultivated for awhile it becomes loose and granular. 
As in other counties, the Miami black clay loam in Randolph, 
leads all other types as a corn producer, but falls short in wheat. 
The better class of farmers average sixty-five bushels of corn per 
acre, while the average yield is about forty. Wheat averages from 
ten to fifteen, oats .about thirty-five and clover from one to two 
tons. Almost all of the corn is converted into beef and pork on the 
farms. Some corn is raised for ensilage and used largely for fat­
tening cattle. 
Miami black clay loam is changing hands at prices ranging from 
$75 to $140, depending on improvements. 
The following table shows the resnlts of mechanical analyses 
of samples of this soil. 
MECHAN'lCAL ANALYSIS OF THE MIAMI BLACK CLAY WAY. 
i LlCA.LITY. Description. Authority.i 
~ ~ C ~ 8 
5a I! miles west of Soil, 0 to 10 U. S. Bure,u of I .0 8.7 61.7 23.2 
Lynn. lnche•. 
fib Subsoil 01 5a .. Subsoil, 10 to 36 U~o~il~r":u~f .6 10.9 59.1 25.4 
inches..... Soli,. 
32a 1 mll. BOuth of Soil, 0 to Taylor .. .7 1.0 5.0 8.0 59.0 24.8 
Randolph. Inches. 
32b Subsoil of 32a .. i Sl~~: 14 to 36 Taylor. I .6 : .1 .2 4.9 5,7 47,3 38.9 
16b 5 miles north- Subsoil, 12 to 36 Taylor ... , 5.6 I 1.21 1.7 2.4 2.8 1iO.8 37.0 
east of Farm- inches. I 
land. 
HUNTINGTON LOA);J. 
'rbe Huntington loam of this county differs very little in tex­
ture from the general run of the seven counties, unless it would be 
that its color is a shade darker and it is more often associated with 
the Wabash loam, frequently grading into it or containing largl' 
spots of it. Owing to the flat nature of much of the county, the 
higher bottoms are not very much above the flood plains. In many 
cases, on account of the absence of a bank or old bluff, one can 
scarcely tell, without boring, just where the Miami clay loam or 
}Iiami black clay loam leaves off and the Huntington loam begins. 
On this type the better class of farmers are gettiug about 
fifty-five bushels of corn_ to the acre while the average get forty. 
---
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The difference in production is due to the manner of cultivation, 
selection of seed and nursing the soil. Wheat averages about fif­
teen bushels and oats about thirty-five. The selling price of land 
ranges from $60 to $110 per acre. 
WABASH LOAM. 
The Wabash loam occurs as a black bottom land soil, running 
high in organic matter. It has a littl!'l more clay and is darker than 
the Huntington loam, but otherwise the texture is much the same. 
A characteristic section of the Wabash loam, taken 1 mile south­
west of Fairview from the second bottom of the Mississinewa River, 
shows at the surface 10 inches of a black loam, that breaks up into 
small irregular lumps. At the bottom this grades into 1 foot of a 
drab loam, with a tinge of red. 'rhe 2 feet underlying this are 
either a gravelly or sandy loam. Often the limestone pebbles are 
completely disintegrated and fall to pieces about like a lump of 
soft sugar. This characteristic causes them to be frequently taken 
for sandstone. 'rhe lower foot of the section is found to be strat­
ified beds of gravel and sand. More or less silt loam and even clay 
loam patches intersperse the "\Vabash loam. 
As a corn producer this type is superior to the Huntington 
loam, but is not as good for wheat. The better farmers get as high 
as eighty bushels of corn to the acre on good years, but averag, 
about sixty-five, while the ordinar.v farmer will not exceed an 
average of forty-five. The selling' price of land is a little higher 
than that of the Huntington loam. 
The results of the mechanical analYRes of tlw fine earth of this 
type 8r"l given in the tabll:J below. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WABASH LOAM. 
-g
-g
-g d3~ d3 -d loCALITY. Description. ~ d3 I s .S rn " ...Cl 
.E! '" ~i S 1l 1l ~ ~ Z ~ 0 ::01 r;:; ;> ijj u 
-~--.--
----­
13& 1 mile southwest of Fairview. Soil, 0 to 12 inches..... 3.0 7.3 10.8 33.6 10. i 
lab First subsoil to 13&..... Subsoil, 12 to 22 inches. 2.3 7.5 11.4 9.7 11.3 41.0 16.0 
13c Second subsoil to 13•.. Subsoil, 22 to 46 inches. .4 6.3 7.7 8.4 9.5 53.g 13.0
-;:-1 '" 
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'VABASH SILT LOAM. 
Along Dismal Creek, Greenville Creek and a few other small 
streams occurs a heavy silt loam or clay loam of Ii feet in depth. 
It contains a high percentage of organic matter and has a black 
color. The soil is difficult to break, unless taken at the right time, 
because of its sticky and adhesive qualities. It will form clods 
which will not pulverize- until moistened. If allowed to dry with­
out stirring, the surface cracks. The soil is very much like the 
Miami hlack elay loam and has originated under almost similar 
circumstances; the Miami black clay loam having been formed in 
lakes and ponds; and theWahaf,h silt loam in ponded stream val­
leys, where the vegetation accumulated in the presence of water. 
At a depth of 11! feet the color bccomes a drab and the clay loam 
gives place to a silty clay, which at a depth of 3 feet grades into a 
still lighter colored clay loam, carrying many iron concretions. 
This, at a depth of 4 or 5 feet, is underlain by either stratified sand 
or gravel. 
For agricultural purposes this land is comparable to the Miami 
black clay loam. Corn averagcs, by the best farmers, about sixty­
five bushels to the acre. In order to get the best yields, tiling is 
often neeessary. 
'rhe re~mltH of the mechanical analyses of this soil are seen in 
till' fl)]Jowillg" tablp: 
MEt:HANl<.:AL ANALYtlJ<;t5 OF l'm: WAIlA.~H SlIJl' WMI. 
,,; ] 
"0 

...; LOCALITY, HC;$('riplion r1l "
Ii r1l i!1: C!l r1l " 
.a ;..:,s 1; 11 " 11 ~ ;:; j ... d
" 
ala ! mile west and I mile north Soil, 0 to 16 inches ... .3 15 2.5 804 20.4 
or Bartcmia" 
51b Subsoil of 5la ... Subsoil, 16 to .5 1.1 2.6 7.0 32.1 
MUCK. 
There are a few very limited areas of muck in the county, most 
of \vhich occnr in undrained depressions, but a few in the poorly 
drained portions of: the strcam bottoms. This muck is an impurc 
form of peat, re'>ulting either from a concentration of the inor­
ganic matter by decomposition in the presence of the atmosphere 
or a mixing with the underlying formation. It is often ri;lferred to 
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as a light chaffy soil. The muck* of this locality has had its deriva­
tion, mainly, from the partial decomposition of grasses and sedges 
in the presence of water, and is the black variety. 
The thickness of the muck beds range from 2 inches to 2 feet. 
In the upland the subsoils are similar to those of the Miami black 
clay loam, while in the bottom lands they resemble the Wabash 
silt loam. 
In this county the muck land, as a soil, seems to rank low in 
the estimation of the farmers, but the time will come when it will 
take its place among the best. It is in a stage today, that the Miami 
black elay loam soils were a few centuries ago. All it lacks is a 
mixing with other soil&', and then it will, if properly handled, 
grow sixty-five bushels of corn to the acre. Onions, peppermint, 
celery and potatoes all do exceedingly well on the muck. In north­
ern Indiana, where muck is a common soil, 350 bushels to the aere 
is considered an average crop for onions, 150 bushels for potatoes, 
2,400 dozen for celery and thirty pouhds of oil for peppermint. 
MIA~n LOAM. 
The Miami loam along the Bast }<'ork of Whitewater River, 
Green's Fork and 'Vest River of Wayne County follows the val­
leys of these streams northward into southern Randolph County. 
Outside of these limited areas, no others of suffieient size to map, 
were found. For texture, subsoils, colors, oceurrenees, erops, sel­
ling price and other characteristics, these soils are almost identical 
with the Miami loam of Randolph County. 
*Thirty-first Ann. Rep. Gaol. Sur. of Indiana. 1906. p. 82. 
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WAYNE COUNTY. 
HISTORY OF SET1'I1EMENT AND INDUS1'RIES. 
Wayne County Ii&> in the east central part of the State of In· 
diana on the Ohio line, and has an ar\la of 409 square miles. It was 
.. formed in 1810. The first court was held in 1811, and as early as 
1821, a newspaper was published at Richmond. In 1828 an Agri­
cultural Fair was held at Centerville and at the first State Fair, 
Wayne County took more than half of the high class premiums. A 
Horticultural Society was organized at Richmond in 1855. 
Since these early beginnings, developments in all lines have been 
very great. With its excellent transportation facilities by both rail­
road and wagon road, its numerous manufacturies and above all it.'> 
extensive areas of improved farming land; INayne County ranks 
high among the counties of the State. 
Although Wayne County has Richmond with its 23,000 people 
and numerous munufacturies and also Cambridge City and Hagers­
town with their varied plants and occupations, yet agriculture, by 
some odds, remains as it'> leading industry. In 1908 there were 
over 30,000 acres of wheat sown, 51,000 acres of corn, 8,600 of 
oats, 500 of rye, 25 of tomatoes, 24 of tobacco, 150 of potatoes, 13,000 
acres of clover cut for seed, 9,000 acres for hay, 9,000 of timothy for 
hay and 230 of alfalfa. On January 1, 1909, there were in Wayne 
County about 7,478 horses and colts, 431 mules, 5,893 dairy cattle, 
6,814 beef cattle, 29,784 hogs and 7,500 sheep. 1'he township aver­
ages for the various crops will be found in the table on a succeeding 
page. About seventy-one per cent. of the land in Wayne County is 
being tilled, fifteen is cleared land in pastures, twelve per cent. in 
woodland pasture and two per r,enL ill woodland that is not in 
rasture. 
r:l1 
LAND, CROP AND STOCK TABLE. O'l 
ESTIMATES OF WELL-INFORMED FARMERS AS TO THE ANNUAL AVERAGE 
CIVIL TOWNSHIP. Soil Type as Determined by Mechanieal Analy..... Authority. 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
'fhe surface leaturf'8 of Wayne County are controlled largely 
Ly several glacial lobes and intervening valleys, all of whieh have 
a northeast and southwest direction. Only one of these lobes 
crosses the county, it entering north of Bethel, passing between 
Richmond and Centerville and crossing into Union County west of 
Abington. A difference in elevation ranging from 100 to 150 feet, 
exists between the summits of the ridges and valley floors; while 
the general elevation of the county is almost equal to that of Ran­
dolph County, ~he highest county in the State. The maximum 
elevation, which is in the north part of the county, is about 1,200 
feet, and the minimum, in the south portion is a little less than 
1,000. 'fhe broad valleys, which characterize the various Forks of 
V{est Whitewater River, are cut in a sheet of old drift, over which 
at a subsequent time, the Later Wisconsin moraine was deposited 
F}xtensive outwash plains seem to occur along these valleys, be­
t ween the fluvial terraces and upland, presenting low flat areas 
underlain largely by either gravel or sand. 'l'he East Fork of the 
Whitewater River has cut its channel into the Cincinnati lime­
~tone, while some of the streaIllS close to the Ohio line have cut 
into the Niagaga limestone. 
The geological epochs represented in the formations of this 
county are the Cincinnati limestone and shales of the Ordovician 
period, the Niagara limestone of the Silurian, the Later Wisconsin 
<lrift and an older drift of the Pleistocene. 
A zone of drift extending along the northern third and eastern 
seventh of the connty is underlain by the Niagara limestone; while 
the drift covering the remaining portion is underlain by the Cin­
cinnati formation. The drift blanket, with exception of that in the 
southeastern part of the connty, ranges from 100 to 150 feet in 
thickness. 
'~,•. 
Ripple marks In Rlcbmond limestone, about five miles soutbwest of Richmond, Indiana. The distance from crest to crest is 
about two feet to two feet Rnd six Incbes. (Hole.) 
• 

Beds of stratified gravel and sand found in the G. R. and 1. gravel pit about one 
mile northwest of Richmond. Note the cross-beddmg at about the center. 
A bed of hardpan as it appeared ina cut along the Pennsylvania Ra1lway, one 
and one-half miles west of Centerville. 
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SOILS. 
'l'here are five soil types fonnd in Wayne County, the Jl.fiami 
clay loam, Miami silt loam, Miami loam and Miami black clay loam 
occupying the upland, and the Huntington loam the bottom lands. 
The following table shows the relative extent of each of these types. 
AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOILS. 
SquareFiorL, Per Cent.Miles. 
Miami clay loam,." ". 254 62,0 
Miami silt loam ... ,." 25 6 
Mlamiloom ...• « ••• , , . 55 13A 
Miami black clay lo'm... , 15 3,5 
Huntington loa.m .... , , ' . 60 16,1 
Totals .... ' 409 100,0 
l\:tJ:AMI CLAY LOaM. 
Like in Henry and Rush countie.'l the Miami clay loam occurs 
both as sugar tree and white beech lands, but more frequently as 
an intermediate between these. The subsoil of the sugar tree va­
riety is a gravelly or sandy clay or clay loam, while that of the 
white beach is a heavy, tough clay with very little grit. A section 
of the Miami clay loam taken 3 miles due south of Centerville 
shows 4: inches of an ash gray soil, with very little organic matter 
or grit; grading into 5 inches of a pale yellow clay, mottled with 
yellow spots of iron hydrate. Underlying this are 5 inches of a 
sandy drab clay with a bluish tinge. 'l'he clay is tough and heavy 
and is penetrated with difficulty. Two feet of a fine sandy loam, 
with a light yellow color and containing some gravel, occurs at the 
bottom of this section. Quartzite, quartz, limestone, granite gneiss 
and other rocks are found in the gravel. Glacial striations are 
found on much of the limestone. Another section occurring 2 milefI 
northwest of li'ountain City, whic-h is about an average for the 
county, has from 4 to 7 inches of a.light medium gray soil, grading 
into from 2 to 6 inches of a soil with a lighter color and about the 
same texture. }i'rom 8 to 18 inches deeper the subsoil is a heavy) 
tough dark brown clay, containing some limestone pebbles. It doe::; 
not crumble readily in the hand, but the light brown subsoil under­
lying it does. It also contains limestone pebbles and has a very 
noticeable amount of fine sand. 
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Although looked upon as a very undesirable soil a few decades 
ago, a l\fiami clay loam farm today, if properly improved, is even 
more desirable than one in the stream bottoms. A careful inquiry 
from the leading farmers of the county concerning the Miami clay 
loam reveals the fact that the better farms produce on and aver­
age about fifty-three bushels of corn to the acre, while the average 
farm produces about thirty-five. Fifteen bushels is an average 
wheat and thirty-three oats crop. Olover yields one bushel of seed 
and one and one-fourth tons of hay to the acre, timothy one and 
one-fourth tons of hay and alfalfa two tons. 
Among the main needs of the :farms of the Miami clay loam are 
tile, green manure, better cultivation, a careful selection of seed, a 
systematic crop rotation, the feeding of more stock over the land 
and a more inteJligent utilization of commercial fertilizer. 
About every farmer uses all of his stable manure on his farm 
and is aware of the fact that there is no land in the county that is 
helped as much and shows the effects as long as the Miami clay 
loam. It is reported by farmer/'! that the effects of stable manure 
on this ground can be seen for twelve years. The following table 
gives the results of the mechanical analyses of typical samples of 
this type. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
<i 
LoCALITY. Analyst. ~ ~ ....~ iZ" :>< ~ 
"" 
33:> 3 miles south of Clay loam, 0 to U. S. Bureau of .4 2.3 1.7 5.2 5.0 70.7 14.4 
4 inches. Solis. 
33b f Clay loam, 4 to U. S. Bureau of .2 1.2 1.8 4.6 3.4 67.8 20.6 
9 inches. Solis. 
330 Seoo~d subsoil Sandy clay, 9t" U. S. Bureau of .4 2.3 3.5 10.6 7.6 40.2 35.1 
of 33:>. 14 inches. Soils. 
33d Third subsoil of Fine sandy loa.m : U. S. Bureau of HI 5.0 5.4 15.9 12.1 38.7 20.7 
33a. 14 to 38 inches. Soils. 
35a 2 miles north- Clay loam, 0 to U. S. Bureau of A' 2.9 3.3 11.8 14.1 50.5 16.5 
west of Foun- 9lncbes. Soils. 
tain CIty. 
36b Subsoil of 36•. Sandy clay, 9 to U. S. Bureau of 1.2 2.5 2.6 7.7 7.9 50.4 27.5 
36 inches. Soils. 
Central part of Surf""" clay A. E. Taylor .. .5 .4 .8 2.2 2.5 72.1 21.5 
section 23 (12 loam, 0 to 10 
E., 15 N.) Incbes. 
.50. 2 milea west of Soil,O to 9 inch- A. E. Taylor. .8 1.4 2.5 5.3 6.5 68.3 14.0 
. Abington. ea. 
50b Subsoil of 5Oa. Subsoil, 0 to 36 A. E. Taylor .... 1.2 1.5 3.7 7.2 10.3 53.7 32.1 
inches. 
35, 2 miles south of Soil, 0 to 11 A. E. Taylor .... 1.5 3.8 8.2 6.8 18.8 45.& 13.0 
Ha~own. inches. 
57a 2 mile. west of : Soil, 0 to 10 A. E. Taylor. 1.7 2.1 42 n6 12,& 52.0 15.5 
Williamsburg. inches. 
mb Subsoil to 57a. Subsoil. 0 to 3ti A. E. Taylor .... 1.8 1.5 2.7 7.1 8.2 41.3 40.1 
inches. : I 
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MIAMI LOAM. 
The plow soil of the Miami loam varies between a medium and 
dark brown and has an average thickness of 11 inches. It contains 
more organic matter. and sand, less silt and has a coarser texture 
than the Miami clay loam. From 1 to 2 feet of the surface the sub­
soil varies between a dark reddish brown and a light or medium 
yellow loam, becoming more sandy and gravelly as it is found 
deeper in the section. Beds of gravel and sand are often found at 
depths of 4 to 6 feet. 
This type in Wayne County occurs between the Huntington 
loam, which comprises the bott(}nl lands along the stream courses, 
and the Miami clay loam, which covers the lobate moraines; and 
beyond the terminals of the lobate moraines. 'l'he gravel, sands, 
rock flour and other material from which the Miami loam has been 
derived, and which at present comprises largely the lower subsoil, 
were likely a portion of the outwash from the lobate moraines at 
the time the ice ,vas melting, thus having the topographical position 
at present of an outwash plain. The evidence pointing to such an 
explanation would be (1) the fact that the soil is sandy and be­
comes more and more so as one goes dovy'l, (2) that beds of pure 
gravel and sand are a rather frequent occurrence at 4 to 6 feet, 
showing the sorting work of water; (3) that many of the limestone 
pebbles contain glacial strire, indicating that they were not carried 
very far by the water; and (4) t.hat the topographical relations to th~ 
lobate mornines are just right for outwash plains. The surface of 
the Miami loam is generally very level with a slight grade upward 
toward the ridges and extending up on the side of the ridges for a 
short distance, but in cases, espcciaJ1y west of the East Fork of the 
Whitewater River, this soil reaches far up the side of the ridge, 
with considerable surface slope. In places it is very difficult to 
tell where the higher terraces leave oft' and ~he outwash plains be­
gin, becatL."le of the close similarity in color, texture and topography. 
The timber growing on this soil is the rock maple, black walnut 
red and yellow beech and other t.rees that do best when they have 
a loose, warm soil and subsoil, so that their roots can readily pene­
trate downward. This gravelly and loose condition of the sub!"oil 
gives a natural drainage so that very little tiling is needed. 
The Miami loam is very early, warm and well aerated, COl'll 
crops average about forty-four bushels to the acre, while the more 
prosperous farmers get about sixty. 'Wheat averages sixteen bush­
els and oats thirty-five. For trucking purposes this land is es-­
[5] 
----
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pecially well adapted and should be more extensively used for this 
purpose, especially in the vicinity of Richmond, where there is a 
good market for garden products. Potatoes yield well, one farmer 
reporting 200 bushels to the acre, and alfalfa grows about the same 
as on the Huntington loam. Stable manure and commercial fer­
tilizer are applied to this soil and show good effects for a few years, 
but not for so long a period as where they are put on the lVlliami clay 
loam. 
On an average, for each 100 acres, forty hogs and two beef cat­
tle are turned off, annually, by the farmers of the Miami loam. 
Very few sheep, horses or mules are raised for -the market. 
Owing to the natural underdrainage, high fertility and warm 
condition of the ground, the farms for value, rank next to the 
Miami black clay loam, in the vicinity of Boston; ranging from 
$75 to $150 per acre and having an average selling price of ahout 
$115. The results of the mechanical analyses of samples of the Mi­
ami loam are given in the table below. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI LOAM. 
1i1i &!~ &! .,; LoCALITY. Description, Analyst. l is .9i'l 
'" 
~ 00 I'< 
.,i 
.S j ~ ~ ±i Z I'< ::s ~ .,. i'fi ~ 
I 
30a 2t miles south I Surface, 12.3 59 57.3 16,2 
of Fountain 
City, 
SOb Subsoil of 30., Sub.oil. ... " . 139 4.9 47.8 23.4 
340 3&miles west of Surface....... 4.4 48 72.5 12.9 

teen's Fork. 
34b Subsoil to 34•. Subsoil. , 4.9 7.3 62.3 19.0 
HUNTINGTON IJOAM. 
The predominating type of the first and second bottoms is the 
Huntington loam. Jis occurreuce, texture, subsoil and general 
characteristics are similar to those giveu for the Huntington loam 
in the general discussion, page 23. 
The principal developments in the bottom lands are along the 
West Fork of the Whitewater River, Green's and Noland's Forks; 
while those along the }Just Fork of the Whitewater River are small 
and subjected to floods. All other streams of the county have hot­
toms of ~Ollle size, hut the soils of the smaller of these are generally 
mingled with the wash from the upland; and cannot be classed as 
typical Huntington loam. 
SOlI, SUHVEY OF WAYNN COLiNTY. 
POI' agricultural purposes the second bottoms art! considered 
het.ter than the first. ThiR iR rine to the more flandy or gravelly con­
dition of the latter, which cause them to be affected more seriom;ly 
by droughts.; and al80 by the high waters which flood them. On 
account of the floods, corn is often the only grain raised. The 
average corn yield for the Huntington loam during a period of ten 
years is thirty-eight bushels to the aere, while the best farmers get 
about sixty. 'l'his average is a little lower than that of the Miami 
loam, but higher than the Miami elay loam. Wheat does not do as 
well as on the Miami clay loam, only averaging about twelve bush­
els to the acre. 'l'his soil resembles the Miami loam for holding 
commercial fertilizers or manure and also as a suitable soil for 
~ardening. 
The original timber growing on this soil consisted of sycamore, 
ash, elm, and ·water maple on the first bottoms, while rock maple, 
black walnut, red beech and yellow beech grew on the second bot­
toms. 
The value of the farms of this type range from $10 to $115, but 
the average selling price is about $100 for the seeond bottoms and 
$60 for the first. 
The following table shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of a sample of this type. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE HUNTINGTON WAM. 
-ci 
~ 
Description. ".1':
r:-. 
S
... 
is 
<:D ~ 
Soil, 0 to 14 inches.. 3.7 20.9 36.8 9.8 
MIAMI BLAOK CLAY I10A M. 
The principal oecurrence of the 1\Iiami black elay loam in 
Wayne County is found in the southeast corner, where between 8 
and 9 square miles of surface are more than half covered by this 
typc. Many other occurrences in the form of basin-like depression.;; 
in the Miami clay loam are found in all different parts of the 
county, but few exceed thirty acres in extent. 
The texture is about the same as described in the introduction. 
In most cases the soil has been cultivated for some time and is 
. tiled, thus having passed beyond that early stage when its co­
hesiveness and tendency to puddle make plowing very difficult. 
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With its very high percentage of humus, its richness in other 
plant foods, its granular and loose texture and warm nature, the' 
Miami black clay loam stands first as a corn producer. The average 
corn crop for the better cla!>s of farmers is about sixty-five bushels, 
while the general average is forty-five. Wheat averages fifteen 
bushels and oats forty per acre. Clover ranges from one to two 
tons to the acre, when the drainage is sufficient to prevent heaving. 
Very few farmers having Miami bluck clay loam farms sell 
their grain, unless it would be wheat; but instead feed it to stock. 
An average of one hog to the acre is sold from these farms an­
nually. The average selling price of the type is about $110 per 
acre, although where well improved it sells for as as much as $150. 
The following table gives mEchanical analyses of typical sam­
ples of the Miami hlack clay loam. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
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MIAMI SILT LOAM. 
This type is found in the eastern central and southeastern part 
of the county, and is a.n extension of the Miami silt loam area of 
Union County. The texture, crops and general characteristics of 
the part lying south of Richmond are a.bout the same as they are in 
Union City, but northeast of Richmond the soil has a medium brown 
coh}r and is generally underlain by a sandy clay, which grades into 
a sandy loam. Sometimes a bed of gravel is found within 4 to 5 
feet of the surface. 
The topography of the area. lying northeast. of Richmond is 
rather broken and the pronounced ridges and hills are decidedly 
morainic in both their appearance and composition. Gravel and 
sandpitsare. numerous near the summits of the ridges. When the 
gravel is dose to the surface the crops are liable to die during a 
drought. This soil is easy to work, is of a warm nature and often 
has a good natural underdrainage. 
- ---- -------
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The following table gives mechanical analyses of typical sam­
ples of the Miami silt loam. . 
MECHANICAL k'iALYSES OF THE MIAMI SILT LOA}!. 
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HENRY COUNTY. 
Henry Oounty, with an area of 395 square miles, is found in 
the east central part of the State. It was created in 1821. By 
autumn of the same year 100 houses had been erected within its 
confines. From this time up until a few years ago there was a 
steady growth. in population, due largely to agricultural develop­
ments, but during the last few years some large plants have been 
erected at Newcastle, causing it to grow from a place of 3,500 to 
one of 9,000 and take its rank as the most enterprising town of its 
size in the State. 
The factories looated at New Castle are those of the Maxwell­
Brisco Automobile 00., furnishing employment for 2,200 men; 
the Indiana Rolling Mill 00., with 300 workmen; the French & 
Sons Piano 00., and the Hoosier Kitchen Oabinet 00. Another in­
dustry, in which Kew Oa.<;tle is said to be without a rival, is the 
growing of the American Beauty Rosa"!. Four very capacious 
greenhouses, for growing these particular flowers, have been built. 
Henry Oounty has six steam railways, three electric railways 
and 500 miles of graveled wagon road. 
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tured it, conveying the water in a northwesterly direction to the 
White River. BIue River was left as a small creek which was 
entirely too small to keep the old river channel open. The result 
was that the old valley remained as a catchment basin for the 
numerous intermittent streams along- its sides, but had no stream 
of sufficient size to carry the water away. A marshy condition 
began to develop, and a large Hmount of vegetation accumulated 
in the presence of water, which is seen today in the muck beds and 
the dark Wabash silt loam and Wabash loam soils that cover the 
surface. Shortly after Buck Creek captured the upper portion 
of Blue River, a new tributary of Buck Creek began to work its 
head southward over the floor of Blut' River Valley. It has now 
succeeded in advancing one mile down the valley, changing the 
slope of the valley plain from south to north. The divide between 
this tributary and the one extending up the valley from Blue 
River is steadily advancing southward. 
SOILS. 
The soils of the area are divided naturally into two groups­
upland and bottom land. The Miami clay loam and the :Miami 
black clay loam are found in the upland division; the Hunthigton 
loam, Wabash loam, Wabash silt loam and muck in the bottom land 
division. The following table shows the extents of these various 
types: 
AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOILS. 
I SquareSoiL. Per Cent.lIiles. 
Miami clay 10JUn ...................... . 340 86.1 

Miami black clay 10JUll. ... . ............... . ao 7.6 

Huntington loam.. ... . . .. . ........... . 15 3.8 

Wabash loam... .... .. ....... .. 6 1.5 

Muck............... .. .......... . 4 1.0 

Total. .... 395 100.0 
MIAMI CIJAY LOA1ft. 
Among the soils of every civil tmvnship of the county the sugar 
tree, white beech and intermediate varieties of the Miami clay loam 
are represented. The former, a medium brown soil of a somewhat 
gritty nature, is found occupying some of the morainic ridges and 
outwash plains, but not so much the valley slopes, as is the case 
in counties where the lobate moraines have had much to do with 
the present topography. The latter is found associated with the 
Miami black clay loam and covering gently undulating surfaces. 
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It has a light to ashy gray color and appears very much like a 
soil of the Miami clay loam, which is found in the bluffs and brakes 
of Blue River at various places, but is especially well developed 
immediately south of Newcastle, It is frequently termed a white 
oak soil, because the white oak is and has been the predominating 
timber. Where the soil has been largely carried away by the sur· 
face wash, and the subsoil is a stiff, compact clay, a scrubby growth 
of the white oak occurs, which is pointed to as conclusive evidence 
for a poor soil. The white oak land covers most of northern Prairie 
and Stony Creek townships, where the sur.face is broken by glacial 
ridges, hills and stream valleys. Taking the county as a whole, 
the intermediate land extends over a larger area than all other 
soils combined. 
The subsoils of the Miami clay loam are very much like those 
given in the general discussion. The sugar tree variety is under­
lain by a clay, which becomes more sandy as it occurs deeper, while 
the white beech may have for its subsoil a sandy clay, grading 
into a fine sandy loam, or a very compact clay, with some gravel 
and sand. The white oak variety has a subsoil much like the white 
beech. The subsoil of the intermediate phase is generally a brown 
to yellow, wmewhat mottled, stiff, tenacious clay loam, but may 
grade into a sandy' clay. 
The sugar tree soil has a depth of 9 to 12 inches, and is the 
most productive, while the intermediate ranges from 8 to 11 inches 
and is second in productiveness. The whitt' beech land is from 6 
to 10 inches in depth and the white oak from 4 to 10. There is 
little difference in the fertility of the latter two, except that the 
white oak soil, because of its topographical position, is more liablE 
to erosion wash and hence loses much of its plant foods. An aver­
age corn crop for either the white beech or white oak is thirty 
bushels, while the intermediate produces about thirty-five bushels 
and the sugar tree thirty-eight. Tomatoes on the sugar tree and 
intermediate varieties, after manuring well, produce an average 
of eight tons to the acre. Wheat, on all the different varieties of 
the Miami clay loam, range from 11 to 16 bushels, depending OIl 
the preparation of the ground and the commercial fertilizer . 
. 'l'he sugar tree variety of the Miami clay loam, as it occurs in 
portions of Henry C01mty, is particularly adapted to the growing 
of the American Beauty Rose. Among greenhouse companies it 
is second to none for this purpose, and it is shipped for hot-house 
beds as far as New Jersey. Heller Bros., leading stockholders and 
mim~el'll of the South Park Floral Company, at Newcastle, gave 
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the writer the following description of how they prepare the sugar 
tree compost for the American Beauty hot-heds: 
They select a sugar trce soil that has been in pasture for twenty 
or more years without having been plowed. ]1'rom this they strip 
off the upper 3 or 4 inches with as much of the blue grass and 
roots as can be gotten. The soil is then taken and stacked up in the 
open air to a height of 20 or 24 inches. Upon this is put from 6 to 
10 inches of cow manure, the amount depending on the organic 
matter in the soil and the straw in the manure. Another 20 to 24 
inches of dirt are added and then from 6 to 10 inches of manure; 
and so the process is continued until the pile has attained a height 
of 5 or six feet. After standing for six months, 100 pounds of 
Armour's Bone Meal is mixed with 10 cubic yards of the contents 
of this pile, which completes the compost. The roses grown on this 
compost are expressed by the thousands of dozens to numerous 
points 'within a radius of 300 miles, while the slips are shipped 
to aJl countries of the world. 
Of all the soils in Henry County none are neglected as much 
as the Miami clay loam. Only a small percentage of farms are 
in a high state of fertility. 'rhese few, through tiling, rotating corn, 
wheat and clover, green manuring, stock feeding and using com­
mercial fertilizer, have been made to produce, on an average, Eixty 
bushels of corn to the acre, twenty of wheRt and forty of oats. 
Where clover is grown solely to plow under, the big English gives 
the best general satisfaction. 'fhis is due to the great amount of 
organic matter it supplies the soil with, and the tendency it has 
to develop a more open texture 
The selling price of the Miami. clay loam is from $65 to $125 
per acre. Farms for cash, rent from $3 to $5 per acre, but most 
of them are rented on shares. 
The following tablc gives the mechanical analyses of typical 
samples of this type of soil ; 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES m' THE MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
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JVIUMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
The leading areas of the Miami black clay loam are found in 
Dudley, Greensboro and Jefferson townships. As in Rush COlmty, 
these represent the best drained land of tlle county. The plow 
soil is from 10 to 18 inches deep and is from a. dark brown to a. 
black in color. The texture is a loose, granular clay loam, where 
it is well underdrained and has been cultivated for several years. 
Other",ise it may be of a sticky. plastic nature, giving much diffi­
culty in plowing. The subsoil may be a dark brown to a blaek clay 
loam, becomiIlg more clayey as the depth increases until 2 or 21 
feet beneath the surfllce, where it grades into a drab clay that give3 
plaee to a brown or yellow clay at 3~" or 4 feet. In other cases the 
drab, with a bluish tint, may be within 2 feet of the surface, or it 
may be absent altogether; in which event the brown to yellow clay 
is found immediately heneath the dark brown soil, except for a few 
inches of contact material, com:isting of black clay loam mottled 
with brown or yello;~v clay loam. As one goes downward in that 
flection, the gravel and sand, ordinarily, becomes more and more 
abundant, but in rare eases, a clay, almost free from' grit, may con­
tinue to a depth of 21 or 3 feet. The origin, other textural rela­
tions, dffiiculties and methods of eorrecting the same .are discu~ecl 
under the descriptioIls given for Randolph and Rush counties and 
in the general discussion. 
The l\tfiami black clay loam of Henry County is generally poor 
wheat ground, nine to ten hushels per aere being about the average. 
The heaving of the wheat can be remedied by a better underdrain­
age. Oats range from twenty-five to forty bushels. Corn, for 
which the land is especially adapted, will average forty,.eight bush­
els to the acre, while the leading farmers v;ill get from sixty to 
seventy-five. The quality of the grain and grass raised is inferior to 
that of the Miami clay loam. This is noted when stock will invari­
ably seleet the blue grass of the jHimni clay loam when given their 
choice. rl'he selling price of this land rllnges from $75 to $150 per 
acre. 
HUN'1'ING'l'ON LOAM. 
This type is best developed in the seeond bottoms along Blue 
River and Big Flat Rock Creek. It is also found in the first bot" 
toms, but most often in an impure form, because of its close associa­
tion with the W!l bash loam. The most common occurrence is 10 to 
18 inches of a medium to dark brown loam at the surface, grading 
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into a slightly light colored sandy clay or heavy loam of 1 to 2 feet, 
which grade..<; into a hed of sand or gravel at from 3 to 6 feet. 
'I'he origin and texture are taken up in the general discussion. 
'1'he underdrainage of this type is the best of any in the county, 
which results in its being very early and quick to dry off after a 
heavy rain. The :Miami black clay loam alone excels it in corn, but 
in no other crop. The average corn crop is about forty-two bushels, 
.while wheat is eleven to thirteen and oats from twenty-five to forty. 
'1'he v111ue of this type varies from $65 to $150 per acre. 
WABASH LOAM. 
This type is generally found along streams where ponding bas 
occurred in the past. It frequently grades into a silt loam and 
muck, and almost always is associated with Huntington loam. Its 
main occurrence is in tbe first bottoms of Blue River, Flat Rock 
and Little Fall creeks. 
The surface soil is a dark brown to black loam, gravelly loam or 
silt loam of 10 to 18 inches. It becomes slightly heavier with depth, 
and the texture appears rather silty, due in part to a very high 
percentage of organic matter. Below the surface soil the amount 
of sand and gravel increases and the color becomes lighter as one 
gets deeper in the section until a bed of either sand or gravel is 
reached from 4 to 6 feet. In special cases the gravel and sand 
heds are at the surface, but this happens over very limited areas. 
The soils covering the bottoms of the Old Blue River Valley, 
which is located between the place where Blue River turns from 
the east to the south and the Delaware County line, are. almost as 
often a silt loam as a loam, and in cases are clay loam and muck. 
The loam is found oecupying the higher portions of the bottoms, 
while the silt and clay loam seem to be in the lower areas. The 
silt loam is almost identical with that found in the Dismal Creek 
bottom of Randolph County, with the exception that it is not so 
well drained. The tough, sticky nature makes it very hard to 
plow. In many places the ground water level during a wet season 
is often within 5 or 6 inches of the surface. As soon as the corn 
roots get below this level the blades begin to turn yellow. Even 
where the ground water level. is sufficiently low the swampy con­
dition keeps the land too wet for cropping. The corn production 
of much of this land might he tripled if tiling, dredging and culti· 
vation were properly attended to. 
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For corn yields the Wabash loam, where not flooded or too wet, 
is superior to the Huntington loam, but inferior for quality, while 
the wheat and oats crops are smaller. 
For selling price the Wabash loam will not equal the Hunting­
ton, except where underdrainage is good, ill which case it is as 
high-priced as any land in the county. 
JYfUCK. 
No other county in the surveycd area has as extensive beds of 
muck as Henry, nor is there any other connty where the farmers 
are so well acquainted with the mpthods of improving it. 
The muck heds are best developed in Blue River Valley from 
two to four miles north of Newcastle and in the old Blue River 
Valley no:rth of where Blue River turns from the east to the south. 
These beds in derivation and composition are much like those of 
Randolph County, 'except that in the southern area a great deal of 
iron has been carried in solution from the numerous little springs 
that dot the valley slopes. This has been precipitated as a hydrate 
in the muck, which gives it a red color. When a heavy wind blows 
over the dried surface, great clouds of the light chaffy soil rise 
into the air. These have a red color which can be detected for 
several miles. 
If the native sod is merely broken up and eultivated scarcely 
any crop at all can be raised unless it would be onions; but when 
once mixed with the other ground it becomes a most excellent soil 
for both corn and onions. One farmer stated that he could not 
';ct over ten bushels of corn to the acre and that was exceed­
'ngly poor. One year when the blades were turning yellow, about 
.\ugust 1, he put a shovel full of clay loam around each hill. The 
blades again took on the green color and the corn crop turned out 
well. After that he made a practice of spreading the clay loam 
over his muck the same as he would manure on the clay loam 
ground. The result has been that his muck produces scventy-five 
bushels of corn to the acre. 
W. E. Perris, a farmer one mile north of Neweastle, built dams 
on the hillsides adjoining the muck beds and at times of freshets 
opened them, allowing the water to wash the soil and subsoil from 
the slopes down onto the muck. This mixture of wash and muck 
produced seventy-five bushels of corn to the acre and 500 bushels 
of onions. Muck has been used on the clay loam as a manure with 
splendid results .. 
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The results obtained by mixing the muck and clay loam or a 
clay loam subsoil seem to be due to the fact that a typical muck 
Roil of Indiana when dry contains 3-10 per cent. of potash, the 
same amount of phosphoric acid, and from 31 to 4 per cent. of 
nitrogen, while a clay subsoil has about 2 per cent. of potash and 
1-10 per cent. each 'of phosphoric acid and nitrogen. This indicates 
that the muck runs very low in potash and high in nitrogen, while 
the day has a fair amount of potash, but becomes in a few years 
deficient in nitrogen. This mixture also interferes with the capil­
lary action, which keeps the muck wet, and so permits it to dry out. 
Various organic acids of the muck break down the complex silicates 
of the clay 108m and suhsoil and thu'l leave thc plant food in an 
available form. 
RUSH COUNTY. 
Through the St. Mary's treaty of 1818 a large part of the land 
of central and northern Indiana was acquired from the Pottawat­
tam ie, Miami and Delaware tribpg of Indians. This extensive tract, 
which was known as the "New Purchase," was designated by the 
legislature of 1820 as Delaware County. Out of this tract were 
formed both Henry, Rush and eighteen other counties. The or­
ganization of Rush County became effective in 1822. The county 
was named in honor of Dr. Benjamin l~ush. 
Rushville, which was only a rude clearing in the forests eighty­
five years ago, is now a thriving town of over 5,000 inhabitants. Its 
industries are varied, being distributed among a number of shops 
and small factories. The other towns are small, ranging in popula­
tion from thirteen to 700. 
In the early days Rush COlmty was almost an unbroken forest, 
but after long months of hard toil by the sturdy pioneers, together 
with the labor of subsequent generations, these forests have ooen 
replaced by some of the best farming land in the State of Indiana. 
Improvements of all kinds are common, the railway and wagon road 
facilities being especially good. 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
'l'he surface rocks of tbis county belong to three geological 
periods. The Laurel limestone and Waldron clay, which are found 
outcropping 200 yards above the bridge in Big Flatrock River at 
lloscow, belong to the Niagara and are Silurian in age. Advancing 
upstream from these outcrops, one soon finds the Laurel limestone 
passing below drainage and the Devonian limestone appearing in 
the bed of the creek. 'fhe drift, which covers the surface of the 
entire county, was left by the Later Wisconsin ice invasion. This 
drift is underlain by the Illinoian drift. Both of these drifts are 
Pleistocene in age. 
A very good iaea of the thicknesses of the glacial drift (Illinoian 
and Pleistocene), the limestone underlying it (Devonian, Niagara 
and Cincinnati), and the shale (Cincinnati) beneath this limestone, 
together with the depth to the Trenton limestone, can be gotten 
from the following well records, which W. A. Mull, a gas well con­
tractor living in Rushville 'l'ownship, kindly furnished the writer. 
A study of this table will point out something of the surface topog­
raphy before the ice invasions. Although the surfaces in many of 
these cases are almost at the same altitudes, yet the distance to the 
limestone may vary fifty feet or more, indicating the presence of 
an old valley filled with glacial drift. 
RECORDS OF GAS WELLS IN RUSH COUNTY. 
<;~ 
.,~ 
NQ. CIVIL TOWNSHIP. Locality. ..<P-" 
a;;::
""­~A 
E-< 
1 J""kson. , , , , , , , Centerofsection 18 (14 N., 10 E.) 70 65 715 850 
2 Jackson" " , " N. E. oornerofsection 19 (14 N,. 
10 E.) . " " ... " " . " " .... 84 
3 Jackson, 200 reet west of No.2 .. " ' " " ' 169 '00' 'ii5' 884 
4 Jackson. , " . , " , Centerofsection 15 (14 N? 9 E.) .. 31 104 715 850 
5 Posey"", 
" S. E. corner or section 30 14 N., 
90 38 7~ 865 
6 Posey" " ..... ~i~eciio'r: 36 '(i4i( 
43 72 745 850 
7 Posey." " At Arlington: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : , 65 55 739 859 
8 Walker.. N. W, corner of section 11 (13 N., 
8E.) ....... , ........ , .. ," 78 57 730 865 

9 Walker .. ' , ' ... N. E. 'quarter of section 8. (13
N•• 9 E.) ...... " ... ,,"',. 78 47 770 895 
10 Walker.. .,.,. Just north of Manllla .. , ... ' , . , , 100 60 730 890 
11 Walker... : : S. E. corner of 28 (13 N.• 9 EJ. .. " 87 53 746 886 
12 Walker, .. , N. W. corner of 20 (13 N •• II .) .. , 135 15 717 867 
13 Walker, .. , At Manilla, ................ ' .. 141 11 715 867 

14 Walker", , At Homer,., ........ 55 55 745 855 

15 Orange" ' Center of se.tion20~12 N.• II E.). 20 100 750 870 
16 Orange" . Soollon 18(12 N .• 9 .) ... , ..... 19 46 800 865 
17 Orange, .. S. fE~~~e.r.~~ ':':~!~~.~ (~2 ~'.' '1 65 35 780 870 
18 	 OmDge., ' S. E. corner of section 33 (12 N., 

9E.) ......... , .... , •. " ... , 11 108 751 870 
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Rl<CORDS OF GAS WELLS IN RUSH COUNTY-Continued. 
JL~ .9
-- " 
No. CIVil. TOWNSHIP. Locality. 	 £0' g~" 
,..:::I Q,~ S"'::-;:;.o~.:l $
"e-<f:-i ~ 
Q 
19 Noble.. At New Salem, 65 40 813 91R 
2ll Andeison: , N. E. corner of eootlon '36 (ia N.: . 
DE.) ........ ,',.,' 60 40 750 R50 
21 Anderson. Section 18 (12 N., 10 E.) ........ None. 100 725 825 
22 Anderson, , . Korth central part of section 30 
(13 N., ,10 E.) ............. 40 60 740 840 
23 Rushville. At Rushville.... , ........ 47 23 773 843 
24 Rushville. Section 21 (laN., 9 E.), .,., .. , 177 20 673 870 
25 Rushville. N. W. quarter of section 23 (13 
N.\9E.) ................... 135 36 694 865 
26 Rushville. N. W. quarter of .eetion 18 (13 
N., 10 E.) ...... " .......... 90 36 714 840 
27 Section 2 (13 S., 9 E.). ' , .. , , , . 40 60 770 810 
28 S. E. quarter of section 29 (15 
So, 10K) ........ , ... , .... , 92! 30! 752 875 
29 Center, ...... Central part of section 17 (15 N., 
10 E.) ........ , .......... ,. 84 43 743l 87% 
30 Washington. .. S. E. corner of section 34 (15 S., 
10 E.) ... ... .. ............ 90 45 716 851 
31 Soble ...... Central part of section 20 (13 N., 
11 E.) ..................... 80 
32 Noble.......... S. W. quarter of 'ectjon 21 (13 
: N.,11 E.) ................. , 97 
33 Noble....... , , 'i s. E. quarter of section 20 (13 
34 Anderson. IN., 11 E~ .. .. .. ., ' .. , Section 20 12 N., 9 E.) .... , .. 90 63 
35 Walker.. . . '. Centnl jurt of section 17 (13
N., 9 E.) ..... , 117 
Taken as a whole the surface of Rush Oonnty is a gently undu­
lating plain, broken by the valley of the Big Blue River in the 
northwestern corner, the rather shallow valley of Big Flat Rock 
traversing the county from the northeastern corner to the south­
western and a few glacial kames and ridges in the vicinities of 
Mays, Hamilton Station, Homer and the southeast corner. The 
altitude, 'which is i,lOO feet in the northeastern part of the county, 
gradually becomes less in a southwesterly direction until it falls be­
low 900 feet in the southwestern part. The glacial topography yet 
remains very evident throughout the county, but especially in 
places where the natural surface drainage did not reach large areas, 
which were swamps a few decades ago. These, today, are occupied 
by black land that leads all others for raising corn. 
SOILS. 
Six types of soil occur in Rush Oounty. Of these, the four of 
the Miami series are found in the upland, while the Huntington and 
Wabash loams are bottom land soils. 'rhe following table shows 
the extent of each of the six types. 
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AREAS OF DIFFEREN" SOILS. 
SquareSoIL. Per Cent.Miles. 
Miami clay lnam ......... . 279.0 68.6 

Miami silt lnam.......... . 411.0 9.8 

Miami black chy oam..... . 411.0 9.8 

Miamiio>m.............. . 7.0 1.8 

Huntington loam........ . 35.0 8.6 

Wabash loam...... . 5.0 1.3 

Oak Forest silt Io~m .. . 0.3 

Total. .... 4IJ6.3 99.9 
-_._-- --_.....__....._---------_..... ----'-----"---­
MIAM[ CLAY LOAM. 
In Rush County are found all variations of the :Miami clay 
loam, from the cold, clammy white beech soil to the loose, warm 
sugal' tree variety, but thc intermediate phases are by far the more 
common. The white beech variety has its principal development 
in the northwestern half of Ripley Township, where it is popularly 
termed "the beech." Here it oceurs as a thin, ashy gray land, with 
a very little organic matter and is underlain by a tough drab or 
brown clay. Often following the course of the larger streams or 
occupying portions of the glaeial ridges is the medium brown 
sugar tree variety, with a sandy or gravelly clay subsoil. This 
ground is warm and has a fair amount of organic matter. It is 
earlier than the lighter color'ed and is especially well adapted for 
seed beds. As a rule the Miami day loam seemA to be more silty 
as it appears farther south. It averages from 7 to 10 inches in 
depth, the white beech variety being the thinner soil. In the s.outh­
eastern corner of section 9 (15 N., 9 E.) the writer, in a deep cut, 
obtained the follovving section of the formations underlying a typi­
cal Miami clay loam soil. 
SECTION FROM THE NORTHEASTERN CORNER OF RIPLEY TOWNSHIP. 
Feet. Inohes. 
:M:edium brown soil. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 0 8 
Brown clay loam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 10 
Sandy clay •...... . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 0 
Gravelly or sandy clay, very compact and having a drab color, 
but grading Into a sandy yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 0 
Blue to dark gray hardpan, impervious in nature and contain­
ing some gravel and sand................................ 12 0 

Stratified beds of gravel and sand.................. , '" .. .. . G 0 

Gravelly blue clay, very compact. ....•........... , .......... 10 0 
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This type is used more for general farming purposes than any 
of the others. It is not as good for COl'll yields as the darker col­
ored ground, but will excel in quality of grain, and for wheat 
and oats it is superior in both yield and quality. To obtain the 
best results from this soil, great care must be exercised, and the 
better class of farmers have learned this. Through tiling, green 
manuring, rotation of crops, careful cultivation and using com­
mercial fertilizer they claim to have doubled their production of 
corn and to have greatly increased the wheat and oats yields.' This 
class of farmers will average from fifty-five to sixty bushels of 
coru to the acre, twenty bushels of wheat and forty of oats, while 
their neighbors, with the same kind of land, average about thirty­
five of corn, fourteen of wheat and thirty of oats. Taken as a 
whole, the Miami clay loam is far from being in a high state of 
productiveness. . 
The stock raising industry varies greatly over this type. Where 
the land is best improved and is most productive, hogs seem to 
he the leading market product, while on some of the poorer land 
a good many sheep are raised. It is quite obvious that the best 
farmers sell scarcely any grain, but feed it to stock, and thus, 
through the droppings, get considerable of the plant food back 
into the ground. The less successful farmers are selling their 
grain and are sorely neglecting the replenishment of the soil. 
The results of the mechanical analyses of this soil are found in 
the table below. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
-d 
i -d 
DesCription. &'l" 
I 
&'l" -g 
5 EI 3 &'l.S ,.; 8 ~ !'0 Q 
14 Soil. 0 to 10 inche •... 2.2 4.1 8.7 to.3 57.1 16.2 
4 Soil, 0 to 11 inches.... 1.7 2.2 2.6 3.0 67.7 21.1 
15 Soil, 0 to 12 inches, .. 1.4 2.9 6.7 7.11 61.4 18.3 
75 
SoH, 0 to 8 inch.." .... '1 ,9 3.2 11.4 13.4 60.2 11.7 
78 Suhaol!. 0 to 36........ .631 1.2 2.5 6.3 7.0 64.2 19.0 
60 Soil, 0 to 10 Inches .. , .. 2.6 .9 1.0 1.9 3.8 76.0 18.3 
I 
MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
Probably no square mile in Rush county is without some areas 
of Miami black clay loam. 'I'hese may not cover more than a 
quarter of an acre, yet they occupy tho sags, have the black color 
and contain the proper ingredients to produce some of the banner 
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corn crops of the State, No other countv under consideration in 
this report has such general distributio~ of this type, although 
Randolph alone will surpass it for area. As these dark areas will 
not average over five acres in extent, and seldom exceed thirty 
acres, more or less wash from the Miami clay loam, with which 
they are inclosed, finds its way over tIle surfaces. 'fhis is a great 
help to the Miami black clay loam, furnishing it with essential 
food ingredients, giving it more body and enabling it to produce 
a better class of grain. 
A common section of the Miami black clay loam covered by 
the Miami clay loam wash shows 4 to 6 inches of medium to dark 
brown clay loam of a loose, warm nature at the surface, underlain 
by 6 to 10 inches of a black clay loam, running very high in or­
ganic matter. Beneath this is a dark brown to black clay or clay 
loam grading iuto a drab clay, whieh at a depth of 2 feet is streaked 
more or less with yellow. At 3 feet the yellow clay predominates, 
and helow this is a sandy yellow clay. In other cases, such as in 
the outwash plain in the vicinity of Raleigh, the surface soil may 
vary from a clay loam to a loam, and this at 1 foot is underlain 
by a sandy clay that becomes more and more sandy and gravelly 
nntil it grades into a bed of gravel, which is found from 4 to 6 
feet beneath the surface. A less frequent occurrence is that of a 
pure Miami black clay loam at the surfa~e, becoming lighter as the 
depth increases, until at 2 feet it grades either into a bluish drab 
or a yellow clay. It seems the drab with the bluish tint is most 
often found where the subsoil has recently been beneath the ground­
water level and the yellow color where it has been above for some 
time, so that the iron has had a chance to oxidize. 
More attention has been given to the Miami black clay loam 
in the way of underdrainage than any other soil. This fact, to­
gether with careful cnltivation for some years, has put a large 
acreage o,f this land into a splendid condition for farming. The 
water being drained out, the tendency to puddle and stick to the 
plow are not so prevalent as in the new soil. 'Paking an average 
of a number of estimates from leading farmers of the county as 
to the size of the crops raised on this soil when the ground is 
well improved and cared for, it was learned that one could expect 
sixty-five bushels of corn, fifteen of wheat, thirty-five of oat."!, one 
and a half t<t two tons of clover and one and a half of timothy, 
With exception of the wheat, most of the grain raised on this type 
never leaves the farms, but is fed mm<tly to hogs. Wbere farms 
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are composed entirely of Miami black clay loam, from seventy-five 
to 100 hogs to each 100 acres are turned off annually. 
Some farmers experience much difficulty in growing wheat anu 
clover on account of the soil heaving, which exposes the roots and 
kills the plants. A good underdrainage will remedy the trouble. 
The selling price of the ~1iami black clay loam is from $75 to 
$150 per acre. 
The following table gives the results of the mechanical analyses 
of this type. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
.,j -gi ~ 1LoCALITY. Description. .. ~ " 13<!i ~ " ,;;1l ''2 E. ...!
f'« ~ ::;; ~ ~ 51 c3
-
Sa H miles east of Gowdy... Soil, 0 to 12 inches. ... .9 1.2 2.2 Ii S 1\5,5 20,09.91 .8b First .ubeoi! to Sa •. , , .... Subsoil, 12 to 24 inch... 1.3 1.5 3.0 7,0 8,2 5S.6 20.7 
So Seeooo subsoil to Sa, . , .. Subeoll, 24 to 36 incbes .4 1.4 4.8 16.0 18.8 49.2 10.0 
MIAMI LOAM. 
A large area composcd partly of Miami loam and partly of 
Miami black clay loam is round in the northeastern quarter of the 
county, with Middle Fork as its eastern boundary, Shankitank as 
its western, a well marked moraine as its northern, and Big Flat 
Rock, where it runs almost east and west in the northern part of 
Union Township, as its southern. Almost the entire area has a 
natural underdrainage, being underlain with sand and gravel in 
from 3 to 7 feet of the surface. 
The soil of the Miami loam is a medium to a dark bro'wn loam, 
silt loam or sandy loam, averaging from 9 to 14 inches in-depth. 
It contains more organic matter than a sugar tree variety of the 
Mi~mi clay loam <lnd less than a Miami blllck clay loam, but this 
decreases with depth, and the color becomes correspondingly lighter. 
Its close association with the Miami black clay loam necessitates 
considerable variation in texture. 
The subsoil is most commonly a light browIl sandy clay in the 
upper portion. With increase in depth the ground becomes lighter, 
grading into light medium yellow at about 21 feet. At this. depth 
the material is a sandy or gravelly clay, with a dark brown mot­
tling of iron stain or concretions and highly decomposed limestone 
pebbles, which appear like.little pockets of very fine sand. As OIle 
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goes farther dowll in the section he finds a rapid increase in sand 
and gravel. 
Like in Wayne County, this type seems to occur as an outwash 
plain, the source of supply being from the morainic ridges border­
ing it on the north and west. The surface is very level, but there 
is a gentle slope up,vard toward the ridges, especially the one to 
the north. 
This area is spoken of as the garden spot of Rush County. The 
gravelly subsoil and light character of the Miami loam, together 
with its high content of organic matter, makes it a very early and 
productive land. Only portions of it have to be tiled, and then 
the tile draw the water nicely for fifteen rods, while the yIiami 
clay loam bordering it will not draw wcll for more tUan six rods. 
Corn averages on this type fifty bushels to the acre and wheat fif­
teen. As a general rule farmers are selling annually seventy-five 
hogs to the 100 acres, 1 horse, and a few cattle and sheep. Land 
sells for $100 per acre. 
Where commercial fertilizer, green manure or barnyard manure 
is used on the land the res.ults cannot be noted for more than two 
or three years. The effect of these on the adjacent Miami clay 
loam are very evident for ten years or more. Notwithsta,nding this 
difference, the farmers of the Miami loam say that it pays them to 
replenish their soiL 
A few very small areas of n,fiami loam are found covering gla­
cial kames in the vicinity of H.)mer and Hamilton Station. 
The following tahle shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of this soil: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI LOAM. 
. 
-g 
<2 -g1 l 63 IiLoCALITY. Description.Ii s .::J 
,.;~ 1l il " .S" 
z r;:; J ::a ~ ~ ~ 5I,­
II 5 miles southelst of Rush. Soil, 0 to 13 inches .. , , 2,5 2,9 4,0 8,2 9,7 59,7 13.7 
ville. 
. 
MIAMI SILT LOAM. 
This type, which occurs in the southeastern corner of the county, 
is similar in texture, color and general characteristics to that found 
in northern Union County, described on page 110. The boundary 
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between this type and the Miami clay loam is only an approximate 
one, based on the mechanical analyses and the silty nature, as noted 
in the field. The crops Ilnd selling price of this land are about the 
same as for the Miami clay loam of Rush County: 
The following table shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of this type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI SILT LOAM. 
Description. 
I ;,; 
w '" 0'" 
Soil, 0 to 9 inches•... 71.0 13.6 
Soil, 0 to 10 inches.... 72.1 10.8 
OAK FOREST SILT LOAM. 
'fhe small area of the Oak Forest silt loam in the southeastern 
corner of the county is an extension of the same type of Franklin 
County. For a full description of this soil see page 122. 
HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
The principal areas gf this type are seen in the terraces and 
flood plains of Big ]'lat Rock, Little Flat Rock and Big Blue Rivers. 
For texture and crops the similarity between thes.e and the Hunt­
ington loam, as df'.seribed under the general discussion, is close. A 
slight difference oecurs in that the vVabash loam patches appear 
very frequently, which nccessitates the mapped area of Huntington 
loam to average somewhat darker in color and a little higher in 
organic mattcr than the ordinary run of the seven counties. The 
common occurrence is that of a medium to dark brown loam, under­
lain by a fine sandy loam, which grades into a sandy loam and this 
in turn to a fine sand. 
The crops of the Hnntington loam approaeh those of the Miami 
loam and Miami black clay loam, forty-five to fifty bushels 'being 
common for corn and thirteen or fourteen for wh~t. The selling 
price is about $90 to $100 per acre. 
The following tahle shows the remits of the mechanical an­
alyses: 
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MECHAN[CAL ANALYSES OF THE HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
LoCALITY. Description. -e ~ 
.-0 
" 
" rn 
0 
i!l 
i£: 
'" Z; 
" 8 
25 1! miles south of ,Moscow in SoH, 0 to 15 inches. . . . 2,5 4,0 
the terrace of Bi~ Flit 
RMkRiver. 
WABASH LOAM. 
The bottoms mapped as Wabash loam contain a predominance 
of the black loam, but also have aroas of silt loam and clay loam. 
The Huntington loam occurs frequently too, but comprises only 
a minor portion of the land. For texture, subsoil, crops and the 
various characteristics of this type see the '\Vabash loam descrip­
tions of Henry and Randolph countie~, where the occurrences arc 
much more extensive. 
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FAYETTE COUNTY. 
]'ayette County was estab1ished by the General Assembly 01' 
the State of Indiana December 28, 1818, and named at the same 
time in honor of General Lafayette, About fourteen years pre­
vious to this time J'ohn Conner had ~tarted a trading post, at which 
Connersville, the county seat, was laid out in 1813. From this 
time until the present the growth of the county has been steady 
and substantial. rroday four railroads and one interurban traction 
line are found within its limits. Out of 386 miles of wagon road, 
about 290 are improved with gravel. 
Fayette County covers 215 square miles, and in 1900 had a 
population of 13,495. Within its boundaries are about 128,718 
acres of soil, 82,732 of ~rhich are being tilled, 21,000 are in pasture, 
11,000 in woodland pasture, and 8,500 are in woodland that is 
not pasture. In 1908 about 19,000 acres were in wheat, 24,000 in 
corn, 6,000 in oats, 4,300 in timothy, 1,100 in clover, and 100 in 
alfalfa. On January 1, 1IlO!-l , t11"'1'e we-ee in the county 3,554 horses 
and colts, 301 l11ules, 2,366 dairy cattle, 2,978 beef cattle, 19,901 
hogs, and 4,355 sheep. There were sold dnring 1908 about 30,500 
hogs. 
<:.0 
0':> 
LAND, CROP AND STOCK TABLE. 
EsTllIATES OF WELlrINFO!1.MED FArulE!1.S AS TO THE ANNUAL AVERAGE 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
Traversing the county almost centrally from north to south is 
the large valley of the West Fork of Whitewater River. Its width 
varies from one to two miles and its lower bottom is from 100 to 
200 feet below the adjacent uplands. This valley, together with the 
valleys of many tributary streams, has developed a deeply dissected 
surface over the greater part of the county. In the eastern part 
of the county what areas have escaped the eroding power of streams 
. have generally been fOlmd by the tributaries of the East Fork of 
the Whitewater River, which occurs in Union County about one 
mile east of the eastern boundary of Fayette County. The only 
gently rolling surface is found in Posey and Fairview townships 
and the western half of Orange. 
With the exception of a small district in the southern part of 
the county, situated on either side of the Whitewater, where the 
Illinoisan drift appears as the surface formation, the Later Wis­
consin drift covers the entire eounly. The southern boundary of 
this drift on the west side or Whitewater is marked by a morainic 
ridge entering Fayette County from northwestern Franklin County 
and continuing north in a northeasterly direction to a point along 
the Whitewater about four miles south of Connersville. Here it 
meets a morainic ridge on the east side, w~ch extends south into 
Franklin County, also marking the southern limit of the Wisconsin 
drift. From the point four miles south of Connersville, along 
Whitewater, an interlobate moraine was formed, which extends 
northward into Wayne and Henry Counties. In the upland the 
moraine is seldom less than 50 feet in thickness and is generally 100 
or more. 
In addition to these drifts, which belong to the Pleistocene pe­
riod, are outcrops of the Laurel limestone of the Silurian in the 
southwestern part of the county and of the Cincinnati limestone 
and shales of the Ordovician in the western portion. 
SOILS. 
There are eight soil types found in Fayette County, six of which 
are upland and two bottom. The Miami series, which is by far the 
most extensive, occurs as the :MIami clay loam, Miami silt loam, 
Miami loam and Miami black clay loam, and has had its derivation 
from the Later Wisconsin drift. With the exception of some small 
spots of Miami black clay loam in the western and northwestern 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
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portions of the county, some very limited areas of the .Miami loam 
along the slopes oot Whitewater and the .Miami silt loam of the 
southeastern quarter of the county; the Miami clay loam covers 
all of the area except Jackson and Columbia townships. The south­
ern half of Columbia and a small area in southwestern J ack­
son have the Oak Forest silt loam as the surface soil. The first 
and second terraces along the West Fork of Whitewater are man­
tled with the Huntington loam, while the bottoms of the smaller 
valleys contain an impure form of the same type. On a very few 
narrow valley floors in Columbia and Jackson Townships, where 
the limestone talus has accumulated extensively, the bottom land 
soils would be more properly termed Hamburg loam. 
The following table shows the extent of each of the types: 
AREAS OF DIFFERENT 8011.8. 
SOIL. Pcr Cent. 
Miami clay loam. . . . . . .. 0................................ . .......... 0... . 69.5 

Miami slit loam...... . ............................................ . 15.8 

Miami black clay loam..................................................... . .5 

Miami loam ............................................................. .5 

Oak Forest slit loam....................................................... 
o. 
. 5.5 

Huntington loam.. . . . . . . .. . ............................ 7.4
0 ••••••• 
Hamburg loam. . . . . . . . ... . ................................... . .5 
Limestone slope clay loam... . .... 0 o. .. . ..•.•.• .2 
I~---I----'-
Total.. ................... . 215.0 99.9 

~IIA~n CLAY Lo.t\.M. 
The type is very closely allied to its occurrences in Union, 
southern Rush and southern Wayne Counties. It is a light brown 
or ash-gray clay loam or silt loam, with a depth of 6 to 11 inches. 
When rubbed between the fingers it imparts a smooth feeling, which 
is indicative of a high percentage of silt. 
The subsoil is a brown' or yellow clay loam, becoming a sandy 
clay at a depth of 2J feet. This subsoil, because of the hillside 
wash, often appears as the plow soil. In such cases the crops yield 
poorly and the land may be classed as untillable. Many farmers 
remember when these hillsides produced as well as any of the up­
land, but through careless plowing and cropping, so as to leave 
the land bare, the soil ha.s been carried down into the bottoms. A 
few suggestions from successful farmers as to how to improve a 
soil of this character have been taken up in the general discus­
sion. Blue grass and crops that hold the soil should be grown on 
the slopes iru.tead of corn. 
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'l'here are a number of farmers on the Miami clay loam who 
hold that tiling is not necessary whe,l'e there is sufficient slope for 
the water to run off fl'om the surface, but those who have experi­
mented along' this line are of au entirely different opinion. They 
find that it not only makes a decided difference in the surface 
wash, but that it drains the watcr from the little intervening 
spaces between the grains of dirt and so permits the air to cir­
(:ulate more readily. This facilitates the conveying of the nitrog­
enous foods to the roots of the leguminous plants, which results 
in a richer soil and bettcr yields. In nne case in the northeastern 
part of Waterloo Township the corn crop was more than tripled 
by tiling a rolling sm'face which would ordinarily be said to drain 
itself. 
An nverage corn crop for this type is about thirty-three bushels 
to the acre, while the leading farmers arc getting fifty-five and 
sixty. Wheat averagcs fourteen and oats thirty. Clover ranges 
between one and two tons and timothy from one to one and a half 
tons. The selling price of land is from $10 to $110 per acre. 
The following table gives the mechHnical analyses of typical 
samples of this type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSE'l OF THE MIAMI CIU\Y LOAM. 
.,; 	 1i 
&l 
loCALITY. Description. l ro "" sC) 	
"
1i i!:E ,e j0 " :>;" 	 ffi ~ 
'" 	 '" 
3 miles east of Falmouth... Soil, 0 to 10 inch...... 1.2 1.8 3.4 65.5 16.3 
Subsoil to 14•.. Subsoil, 10 to 30 inches .6 .8 13 65.7 27.3 
2 mil.. southw";'i' Soil, 0 to 7 inch...... .6 .8 1.2 78.6 16.0 
lumbil. 
1t miles east of Connersville. Soil, 0 to 10 inches.... .3 .7 1.4 78.3 18.1 
2! mil., north of Springer- Soil, 0 to 11 inch....... 1.1 2.4 2.1 68.1 19.2 
~ville. 
Soil, 0 to 10 inches..... 2.9 6 .4 77.1 18.1~:I:'~! ~,,&~~e.%~i!~: . Soil, 0 to 11 inch....... 1.8: 1:2 1.7 68.4 20.0 

3 miles southeast of Fay- Soil, 0 to 10 inches..... .6 .7 79.5 18.0
ettoville. 	 61 
lVIuMI SILT LOA.M. 
. This type is an extension of the Miami silt loam areas of Union 
~Illd Franklin Counties. It has a similar texture, color and sub­
soil, and bears about the same relation to the Miami clay loam. It 
differs, however, from the Union County soil in that a larger 
percentage of its area occurs on a decidedl JT rolling snrface, thus 
permitting a large amount of wash, which has left either a very 
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thin soil or has uncovered the subsoil. 'I'his results in smaller crops 
and cheaper land. The average farmer is getting about thirty-two 
bushels of corn and fourteen of wneat to the acre, while the best 
farmers get fifty of corn and seventeen of wheat. 
'1'he mechanical analyses of the Miami silt loam is found in tlw 
following table: 
MECHANICAL ANALYBE3 OF THE MLUU SILT LOAM. 
m 5 ~ 
81.4 14.3 
72.8 28.1 
79.8 14.3 
1\11.\.1'11 I"OAM. 
This soil occupies a very limited area along the Whitewater in 
the northern portion of the connty. It is similar in texture and 
general characteristics to the Silme type in 'Wayne County, except 
that it is found on steeper slopes and has been subjected to greater 
surface wash. 
MIAMI BLACK Clu\¥ .LOAM. 
Since stream erosion has been the prevalent factor in shaping 
the topography of Fayette County, most or the old marshes, lakes 
and ponds, remnants of the glacial epoch, have long since been 
drained, a.nd the organic matter which accumulated in them has 
been thoroughly decomposed or dissolved out of the soil. A very 
few of these basins have yet left traces in the scattered, isolated 
<lnd small spots of black land occupying the sags. in Orange, Fair­
view and Posey Townships. 'I'hese spots are known as the best 
corn land in the county. 
For a description of the texture, derivation and crops raised on 
the Miami black clay loam, s.ee the description under the general 
diseussion in Henry and Wa.yne counties. 
OAK ]'OIU;>;T SUll' TJOAl\l. 
'l'he Oak Forest silt loam is a t,vpe having it!; maiu develop­
llIent in It'rankliu County, in the report of which it is descrilwtl 
more fully. 'I'he limited areas in southern If'ayette County are 
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found on the ridge summits. Owing to the ridges being narrow 
and high the soil is badly washed and is as likely to have been 
replaced by the silt loam subsoil as it is to be present. The soil is 
considered the poorest of the county, being an ashy gray silt loam 
that is cold, sour and very deficient in organic matter and lime. 
The improvements of this soil lIre very poor, tiling, green ma:-~ 
nuring and crop rotation being almost entirely neglected .. Very 
little stock is raised, the grain being sold. Corn crops range from 
seventeen to twenty-five bushels to the acre and wheat from ten to 
eighteen. The selling price of this land is from $10 to $25 per acre. 
The Oak Forest silt loam, with tile, green manure, lime, stable 
manure, stock fed over it, crops rotated and care taken in the cul­
tivation of crops and the selection of seeds, has been made to more 
thlln double its production. 
LIMESTONE SLOPE CLAY LOAM. 
This type, because of its location on the hillsides, is cultivated 
but little, and should not be on account of wash.. It should be kept 
in blue grass, alfalfa or some crop that will hold the soil, instead of 
tobacco or corn, which some farmers seem to be inclined to grow. 
A more complete description of this soil, as to its texture, crops 
and cultivation, will be found in the Franklin County report. 
HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
A few rather impure areas of Huntington loam are found in 
the smaller valleys of the county, but by far the more important 
occurrences are in the first and second terraces of the broad White­
water Valley_ The farms situate-a. on these terraces are considered 
superior to those of the upland. With their natural underdrain­
age through the gravel beds, which are generally ·within from 3 to 
5 feet of the surface, and· the loose open brown loam or sandy loam, 
this soil is the earliest of all the types. Corn is planted two weeks 
earlier than on the upland and can be tended several days sooner 
after a heavy rain. The result is that the average farmer is get­
ting forty bushels of corn to the acre, while the best farmers get 
sixty, as against thirty-three for the average farmer and fifty-five 
to sixty for the best on the upland. Wheat does not do well on the 
first bottom, but sometimes yields twenty bushels to the acre on 
the second. 
The first bottom is not as desirable land as the second. '.Phis is 
in part due to the damage done by the floods, and partly to a more 
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sandy and gravelly texture, with beds of sand or gravel near to the 
surface, which causes it to suffer more from droughts. Often old 
bars of sand and gravel are encountered on the first bottom which 
are classed as worthless, but which might make a very good alfalfa 
soil. The most desirable land of both bottoms is found north from 
Connersville. 
For a more complete discussion of the Huntington loam, see 
page 23. 
The following table shows the results of the mechanical analyse.<; 
of samplp)S of this type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
I . i ] ] ~ LocALITY. Deserlption.Ii J5 ~ ]
'" II ,.;~ ~ II~ 
z i>: 8 :;!I i>: $ ffi 15" 
---_. 
34 First bottom of Whitewater Soli, 0 to 16 Inchee.... 3.5 4.6 7.4 18.0 21.21 36 .1 10.0 
River south of Conneno­
ville. 
16 First bottom west of Water- Soil. 0 to 16 Inches•.... 11.8 11.8 6.5 9.3 10.9 38.0 n.s 
100. 
i I 
lOG Hl~POI1T OJ<' STA'm OllOLOGlST. 
UNION COUNTY. 
HIS'l'ORY O}1' SE'f'l'ljE}lEN'l' AND INDUSTRIES. 
Union County, situated on the Ohio State line, south of ~ayn~ 
and north of Franklin County, with an area of 162 square miles 
lind a population of about 7,000, was originally owned by the Miami 
Confede'racy of Indians. On September 24, 1804, .John Templeton 
and J Ch'ieph !Ianna entered the first 640 acres along the East Fork 
of Whitewater River, in what is now New Harmony Township. 
The county was not established until about ]821. 
Besides the Rude Bros. Manufacturing Company's plant at 
Liberty, there is scarcely :my other industry of note in the county 
other than agriculture. But what the people lack in manufactur­
ing they make up in farming. No other county of the surveyed 
area average.'! as well in crops and general farm improvements. 
Harrison Township has several farmers that are getting more than 
ninety bushels of corn to the acre, a number of others that are pro­
dueing- more than sevcnty-five, while the average for the township 
is about fifty. This gives Harrison first place for corn among the 
seven counties under consideration. 
Out of approximately 102,600 acres, as shown by deeds, 80 per 
cent. is tillahle, IB per cent'. is in woodland pasture and 6~ per 
cent. in wood land that is not pasture. About 20,500 acres were 
in wheat in 1908, 24,000 in corn, 4,700 in clover, 1,750 in timothy, 
and 38 in alfalfa. 
There has been a great improvement in railway facilities since 
two or three years ago, at which time the C.. H. & D. alone tray­
ersed the county from northwest to southeast. Now the Chicago. 
Cincinnati and IJouisvilIe crosses the western third from norU, 
to south. For wagon road transportation the county takes firsl 
rank in the area of survey, 90 per cent. of the roads being graveled. 
For future road building and repairing there is great abundance 
of gravel in the terraces and flood plains of the East Fork of White­
water River and fajr deposits along Silver and Hannah's Creeks. 
An examination of the gravel of this county showed the general run 
to be 85 per cent. limestone, 10 crystallines, . B shale, 1.5 chert and 
1.5 slate. 
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8
c: 
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~ 
!"1 
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...... 
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>-:3
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Township" .. , , , . , ., AlI types occurring... Statistical Report.. '339' 100 

13 (11 N., 1 W.) .. , ,. 	 Miami black clay loam Farmer........... 100 ••• : : : I. : : : :: ii2o' i~ $'140'. Q 

" . " . ,. .., ... 1$125 to $150.459 53 772 496 4,347 39 	 Q 
H 
CflI""'''''''' 
:-'IHarmony .. ,,,,,,, "I 13 (13 N., 13 E.) ... , Mi>mi silt loam ..... Farmer........... 	 t 2t 5 
Township"" ," ... , 	 AlI types occurring... Statistical Report. , 82 369 . " 2ii' 620 1,477 '22 t 1"t'''2'' ........ " .. 

Liberty ... ,., ....... \ W. half of Twp ...... AlI types occurring... Twp. assessor. , . , . 
 30 
 6 :. $60 to $125. 

Township ...... , ... AlI types oCcurring ... Statistical Report .. 387 21 " "408' ....245· 694 ....i·I·2f $20 to 330, 

E. half of Twp.. , . ,. 	 AlI types occurring ... Twp. assessor ..... 
2,067 23 

............
25 ~14 N., 13 E.) .... 	Miami silt loam .. , , . Farmer .. , ........ 

. ........... 
24 14 N., 13 E.) .... 	Huntington loam, , , . Farmer........ 

6 (13 N., 14 E.) ... ,. Miami silt loam, ., . Farmer...... 

21 (11 N., 2 W.) ..... Miamiloam........ Farmer........... 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
 8 ............ 

Union, ............. 1 10 (10 N., 1 W.)." .. Mhmi silt loam,.". Farmer........... 

Township. , , , , , All types occurring.,. Statistical Report. , 547 47 445 
 $45 to 165.171 1,287 3,274 35! 2
! t . . . . . . . . . . . . 
------ --------1­
Totals and averages for Union County ..... " .... " .. " ..... 1" .. " .. " .. ,.... , 2,592 317 2,576 2,563 4,442 14,565 43,9 .43 1.9 4,09 , ... 
I 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
The topography in the eastern and western halves of Union 
County varies greatly. Immediately east of a line drawn due north 
and south through Iliberty is a slightly rolling surface, becom,.ing 
more and more level farther east until a distance of three miles is 
reached. East of this we find a gently undulating plain contain­
ing rather extensive areas of the dark colored soils. This topogra­
phy is due largely to glaciation. Although the surface west of 
this line, which passes through Liberty, is also covered by the 
Later Wisconsin drift, yet the surface features are mainly due to 
erosion. The valley of the East Fork of the ""hitewater River, 
which traverses the western quarter of the county from north to 
south, has a depth of more than 100 feet, while the valleys of Han­
nah's, Silver and Richland Creeks, which join it 0» the west, and 
Ellis, Turkey and Simpson, on the east, are 50 feet below the ad­
jacent uplands. In preglacial times the valley of the East Fork 
was 200 feet deeper tban today. 'l'his bas heen learned by borings 
which have gone down through 200 feet of fluvial material before 
reaching the bed rock. 
An older drift 8eems to underlie the Later Wisconsin, as was ap­
parent when a weH at Liberty, below the till formation at a depth 
of 35 feet, passed through It bed of swamp muck, containing leaves. 
A similar experience was met two miles south of Brownsville, where 
a well passed through swamp muck below gravelly drift. at 20 or 30 
feet. These indicate a glacial topography overridden by the Later 
Wisconsin ice sbeet. The combined thicknesses of the two drifts are 
from 20 to 40 feet on the upland. 
The Ordovician period is represented by the Cincinnati lime­
stone and shale, which outcrop in the valley of the East Fork of 
Whitewater River. 
. SOILS. 
Five soil types were recogni.zed in this county. Of these, four 
\Yere upland and one bottom. 
The following table shows the extent of eacb of these types : 
AREAS OF))IFFE:RENT SOILS. 
Sou,. Per Cent. 
Miami .111 lo~m.... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... .. . 117.0 72.7 
Mi1I.ml ehy Imm ........ 
MIami bl""k clay lo,m... .. ......... ............ . ............... . 
M!amllo~m .......................................................... . 
19.0 
l4.5 
3.1S 
11.7 
8.9 
2.2 
HunUlljltollloom............................. .. 8.0 I U 
Total. •............................................................... 162.0 99.9
... . 
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MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
The Miami day loam as mapped in Union County is almost as 
frequently a silt loam as a day loam, especially is this true as it ap­
proaches the southern limit. It resembles very closely in texture 
and color the type, as it is found in Wayne County, but differs in 
that it runs lower in clay, is more silty and has not so much of the 
dark brown subsoil. The subsoil nearest the surface is generally a 
brown Clay loam, which grades into a sandy clay or sandy loam 
deeper down. For sizes and kinds of crops, fertility and value it is 
about the same as the Miami silt loam bordering it on the south. 
1'he following table shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of the Miami clay loam: 
ME~HANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 
-.-.­
I ~ 
'I' I .,,; ~ LoCALITY. i Description. &3 &3 ~ I a ~ e i &3'" £ e 1l ..; ;;.
.s t'Z'" Ii; 81~ ... i.li e:;
"'" !~ 
lla SoutheJ.Btern cotner of 000- ISurface.. ", .... .9 1.4 4.2 4.6 67.0 20.8 
tinn 13 (12 N., 2 W.) 
.9\_llb Subsoil of Ih............. SubsoiL .... .. , ... .7 1.2 1.9 3.2 3.2 67.4 22.3 
I 
MIAMI SILT I..JOAM. 
1'he northern portion of the Miami silt loam area, as mapped, 
is very closely associated with the Miami clay loam. In fact, these 
two areas are so closely intermingled that, without a great amount 
of detail soil boring it would be impossible to tell just where the one 
hegins to predominate over the other. However, the majority of 
mechanical analyses made of the sampJes representing soils south of 
the boundary line as given indir,ate that the Miami silt loam covers 
the greater area, while north of it the :iHiami clay loam is. the lead­
ing type. 
In the northern part of the county the surface Boil is from '7 to 
11 inches in depth and varies in color from a Hght gray to a mediulll 
brown, according to the amount of organic matter present. The 
upper part of the subsoil is often a sandy clay, which at about 17 
inches grades into a fine sandy loam. In the southern part of the 
county both soil and subsoU are almost identical with the type as it 
appears in Franklin Connty-,* 
*3ee p. 120. 
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The large amolmt of gently rolling surface, the adaptability to a 
great diversity of crops, the natura] productiveness and ability to 
withstand drought makes the Miami silt loam a splendid sOil for 
general farming purposes. Corn yields of sixty bushels to the acre 
/lnd wheat of twenty-two are about the average for the better farm­
ers that have their placa'l well tiled. 'rile average farmer realizes 
about forty-two bushels of corn and sixteen of wheat. An averagl~ 
crop of oats is about thirty-five bushels, while clover yields one and 
one-fourth bushels of seed and from one to two tons of hay. 'rim­
othy hay crops are about the same. Although a few of the fore­
most farmers carryon a systematic crop rotation, the common rule 
is to follow the corn with either wheat or oats, and these in turn by 
pither clover 01> timothy. When both the clover hay and seed are 
taken off and the field has been pastured for a year or two, it is 
again planted to COl'll. If in the spring the wheat outlook is not 
. pr{)mising, corn is likely planted for the second year. There is 
much rOom for improvement in systematic cropping. 
The principal timber growing in this area has been black walnut, 
rock maple, red oak, white oak, red beech, white beech and hickory. 
TJand sells from $80 to $]25 per acre, depending upon improve­
ments and location. 
Farmers living on this type average annually for the market 
about thirty-five head of hogs, one or two l)eef cattle and a few 
sheep. :More live stock would keep the farms better manured and 
give a larger profit. 
The following table shows the results of the mechanical analyses 
of the soil and subsoil of tbis type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSE5 OF MIAMI SILT WAM. 
.,;
-ci ;; ~.
'":- rn ILOCAIJ'l'Y. Description. is ~ 8i l 
s 
0 
:.
ill ;a " 
.S :!l ~ z" ... (3 :S r;;; Ii ~ I 
--'" 
lOa It miles north of Billings- Sur/ace....... .5 1.1 1.7 3.7 4,5 70.0 118.4
ville. Subsoil ...... 1.6 2.1 3.2 9.0 11.5 48.0 23,0 
13 E"t central pl\tt of aeetion Surf.ce. , . , ' ,2 .2 .7 2,2 2.5 77.6 16.4 
13 (11 N., 1 W.) Sub.oiL , . , ' .2 ,5 ,9 1.8 2,1 71.5 ' 23.3 
17 East central p,rt 0/ seetion Surl.ce, . 1.3 1.2 1.4 4.0 4,7 72,7 14.4 
34};; N.,1 Wi SubsoiL, ... .2 ,5 1.0 2.1 2.8 65.2 28.4 
18 2 nrl north 01 lberty.... Surf••" ...• : : ' ....... 1.8 1.8 2.9 56 6.4 66.6 14.7 

Subsoil .... ... 2,2 1.5 2.6 4,7 1 5.0 60.0 25.5 
~'I 2 miles northwest 0/ Beechy Suriace, . ... 1.0 .1 .6 3.5 76.0 17,1121Mire. I 
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MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
'I'he Miami black clay loam areas occurring all along the easter). 
border of the county, start about five miles north of the Wayne 
County border and extend southward to the southeastern corner of , 
Franklin County. 'I'he most extensive developments are in the 
northeastern quarter of Harrison 'l'ownship. Here it is that corn 
crops of over a hundred bushels to the acre have been grown and 
a hog turned off, each year, for 6very acre of land. 
When well drained this land is a dark hrown to black granular' 
clay loam. It runs very high in organic matter and oc~upies tIl<: 
sags or lower areas. It is generally, at a depth of two feet, under­
lain by a brown to yellow clay or clay loam, but in cases the suh­
soil is a drab clay with a bluish tint. In all other textural rela­
tions, whether the occurrence is in a drained or undrained area,l t 
is very similar to the general type as taken up in the opening dis­
eussion of this report. 
Wheat by the advanced farmers is grown successfully in this 
county, which is rather exceptional for this type. This class aver 
ages about twenty-five bushels to the acre, while the ordinary run 
get about twelve. 'l'his better class of farmers are practicing n 
three years' rotation of corn, wheat and clover, and claim that it is 
very beneficial to their soil. Tiling to some extent has been done 
on about all of this kind of land. 
Farms situated on this type are selling at $100 to $150 per acre. 
The follo1\ing table gives a mechanical analysis of the soil of 
this type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE :MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM, 
i 'S i 
LoCALITY. Description, &3j ~ ~ l
.,
.S 'i ! I~ J ::s Ii; ~ ~ 
'" 
148 In the north central part of SOil.., .... , ......... ,8 1.2 2.0 4,6 5,6 72,0 13.4 
seetlOD 13 (12 N., 1 W.) 
MIAMI LOAM. 
This occurrence in Union County is only an extension of the 
Miami loam found on either side of the East Fork of Whitewater 
River in Wayne County. Its texture and characteristics are taken 
up in detail under the Miami loam for Wayne County. 
SOIL SIJRVE¥ Ol!' UNION COUNTY. 
HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
The Huntington loam is found for the most part along the East 
Fork of Whitewater River, and to a lesser extent in the bottom of 
Dubois, Hannah's, Silver and Richland Creeks. 'l'he texture is 
about the average run for the seven counties, which is treated in 
the general discussion. However, the wash from the hillsides in 
the smaller valleys has produced an impure type. 
On account of numerous floods much of the first bottom along 
the East Fork has become undesirable and is selling in cases as low 
as $10 per acre where it would be worth $75 if it were not for the 
overflows. The old settlers say that years ago when the stock 
grazed along the river IUld would not permit the growi~g of the 
heavy heath now occurring on either side that crops were damaged 
very little by floods. 'l'he heath is a barrier that slackens the ve­
locity of the cnrrents and holds the water back. 
Where the land is free from floods corn crops of forty to fifty 
bushels to the aere are grown, while wheat will run about fifteen. 
I.and of this kind ,,\Till bring $75 and $100 per acre . 
.. 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY. 
The first settler of Franklin County erected his cabin at New 
Trenton in 1803.. Eight years later the county was organized, and 
in 1819 a newspaper, known as the Brookville Enquirer and In­
diana Gazette, was started at Brookville. Advancements have been 
slow in a large portion of Franklin County. The railway facilities 
are poor, only 15 per cent. of the wagon roads are improved, and 
agricultural methods and conditions are not as good as those of the 
other counties of the area of survey. 
Brookville, a town of about 3,000 inhabitants, is the county seat 
and the leading manufacturing center. Among the chief manufac­
turers is the Thompson & Norris Paper Co., which employs ninety­
eight men; the Brookville Furniture Co., with sixty-five employes; 
the Brookville Buggy Co. and the Freis & Sons 'riling and Brick Co. 
Oldenburg, with a somewhat smaller population than Brookville, 
is noted for its large Catholic school. The other towns of the area 
are small country villages. Southwest of 113urel are several stone 
quarries, and another is situated east of. Peppertown. 
Franklin County has a population of 17,000 and covers an area 
of 394 square miles. There are about 210,000 acres of land in 
farms. In 1908 nearly 30,000 acres were in wheat, 31,000 in corn, 
3,000 in oats, 12,000 in clover, 9,000 in timothy, 5,000 in potatoes, 
41 in tobacco and 140 in alfalfa. In the orchards of the county 
there were over 20,000 apple trees, 7,000 peach, 2,000 cherry, 1,000 
pear and 1,000 plum. There were approximately 5,000 head of 
horses on hand January 1, 1909,400 mules, 5,000 dairy cattle, 4,000 
beef cattle and 19,000 hogs. About 31,000 hogs and 3,500 sheep 
were sold during 1908. 
Franklin County probably has more standing timber than any 
of the six others. Among the trees still standing can be seen the 
black walnut, white oak, red oak, burr oak, chestnut oak, black oak, 
sycamore, red elm, white elm, slippery elm, hickory, pignut, shel­
bark, white beech, yellow beech, red beech, white ash, blue ash, black 
ash, hoop ash, hackberry, yellow poplar, white poplar, rock maple, 
white maple, red or swamp maple, butternut, wild cherry, honey 
locust, buckeye, blue gum, mulberry, reo cedar, sweet gum, linden 
and cottonwood. 
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171Salt Creek .... 	 Oak Forest silt 101m. 1-'1 
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All types occurring,.' i" 
Springfield.... 8 $30 to 1100. 
H 
Whitewater •• " ...... ' . I, , ..30 3 
1 
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SOlI" SURVEY 0];' FRANKliIN COUN'l'Y. llD 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOI.JOGY. 
The surface formations of Pranklin County are largely made up 
of two glacial drifts belonging to the Pleistocene period. 'l'he older 
of these is the Illinoian. All of Laurel 'l'ownship, p!irt of White­
water and all of the surface lying west of Whitewater River and its 
West Forks, with the exception of the steep slopes, stream terraces 
and some later drift in Posey Township, are covered by the Illinoian 
drift soils. 
The surface of the Illinoian drift is that Gf It gently undulating 
plain deeply dissected by stream valleys, differences of 300 feet in 
altitude being common between the floors of the valleys and the 
tops of the ridges. It seldom exceeds thirty feet in thickness, and 
generally plays out entirely along a steep slope wlwre wllShing has 
heen a prominent factor. Its surface appears as Ii light gray silt 
deeply oxidized. In fact, decomposition ha.<; been so complete that 
the limestone boulders and gravel are almost entirely absent, hav­
ing been dissolved. Granite gneisses, diorites, basalts, quartzites 
and others of the crystalline group are occasioually present, but 
Ilowhere in such numbers as in the Later 'Wisconsin drift. 'Ko dark 
colored land or other indications of undrained depressions occur on 
this drift, showing that complet'3 oxidation of the vegetal accumula­
tions has taken plaee subsoquent to the drainage of all kettle basins, 
sloughs and marshes. 
The Later 'Wisconsin drift varies from 10 to 60 feet in thickness. 
The undrained swamp areas and Miami hlllck clay loam duttings are 
present in the northeast quarter of the county, and also a great 
variety of boulders. A few kames ocenr two or three miles south of 
Blooming Grove. Like the older drift, it is a gently undulating sur­
faee considerably eut up by stream valleys in the eastern part, while 
in the western and northwestern portions of the county it is com­
paratively level. 
The limestone outcropping ill the hilltops west of Laurel and 
north of Brookville helongs to the Silurian period, while the blue 
limestone and shale appearing at the snrface~on arnlOst all of the 
steep slopes south of the I.Jaurel outcrops, are the Cincinnati forma­
tions of the Ordovician period. An oil well drilled one'mile north 
of Buena Vista passed through 34 feet of Illinoian drift, 105 feet of 
Niagara and Cincinnati limestones and iOn feet of Cincinnati shale 
before reaching the Trenton limestone. 
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SOILS. 
On account of the Illinoian drift being the surface formation 
over the large part of Franklin County instead of the Later Wis­
consin, as jn the case in the other six counties of the survey, antI 
the Cincinnati limestone being the formation from which the lime­
stone slope soil has been derived, we meet some quite different types 
than those mapped in the other counties. The land derived 
from the lllinoian drift is known as the Oak Forest silt loam, while 
that from the Later Wisconsin is the Miami silt loam or Miami 
black clay loam: The Huntington loam is the main bottom land, 
95 per cent of which occurs in the terraces and flood plains of 
Whitewater River and its forks. The bottom land soils of the 
many narrow valleys along the smaller streams will be known as 
Hamburg loam, owing to their typical development in the vicinity 
of the village of Hamburg, 
The following table shows the extent of each of these soils: 
AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOILS. 
SOIL. ~uare Per Cent, ll.". 
140 35.5 
10 2.::' 
195 49.5 
24 6.1 
20 5.1 
" 
1.3 
Total.. ........ , ................ ', .. ,.,,,, ........ , ........ , .... " .. . 394 100.0 

MIAMI SILT LOAM. 
This soil as it appears at the surface is a light brown or dark 
gray to almost white silt loam extending to a depth of 6 to 11 
inches. It generally has a loose, flour-like feel, and the content of 
organic matter is very small, but in somo localities where it is asso­
ciated with the Miami black clay loam the color is, dark and the 
amount of organic matter high. Where there is considerable wash 
the soil is frequently more sandy than when found in the gently 
undulating plains. 
Below the plow soil, and continuing to a depth of 2 or 3 feet, 
a mottling of white and yellow frequently occurs, the white color 
often being a residual matter left when the limestone pebbles are, 
or have been, in the process of decomposition. At a depth of 13 
inches the subsoil takes on a light brown color. It is more clayey 
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than the surface soil and becomes mort' so at a depth of 16 inches, 
where it is a clay loam. Below this the clayey character plays out, 
and at 18 inches a silt loam 01' a sandy clay is found, which con­
tinues to a depth of 3 feet. 
Twenty-five years ago much of this land was considered to be 
fit for little more than grazing purposes. Corn crops of twenty 
bushels to the acre were as good as could be expected, but since 
tiling, crop rotation and green manuring have been put into prac­
tice the corn yields have more than doubled. A very progressive 
farmer in Whitewater Township says that some years ago his 
farm would not produce over twenty-five bushels of corn to thf 
acre, but since tiling his land to a depth of 4 feet in the Miami 
Mack clay loam and 3t feet i.n the Miami silt loam he can be rea­
Ronably certain of at least sixty bushels of corn to the acre. He 
keeps up a careful rotation of corn, wheat and clover, plows under 
crops of clover, and cultivates his corn to a depth of 2 inches every 
few weeks until it is silked out. By a careful selectiou of seed he 
will be able to continue to increase his yields. 
By using commercial fertilizer farmers realize an average wheat 
production of fifteen bushel to the acre. Oats average about thirty 
bushels and clover or timothy one ton. 
The following table shows the results of the analyses of the 
Miami silt loam: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE MIAJIlI SlUr LOAM. 
"ii 
"" Description. ~~ 
C!) M ~ ~ 
25. 	 t mile southwest of Sprlng- : Soil. 0 to 10 inch...... .9 1.3 68.0 12.6 
field. i25b First 8ubsoil of 2m. ...... , Subsoil. .3 67.2 211.0 
25e Second subsoil of 2.50.. • .•. Subsoil. .3 69.2 16.2 
SO.. at mil.. south ... st of Bloom- Soli .... , ....... 1.1 74.9 16.4 
ing Grove. 
SOb First subsoil of SO. . ...... Subsoil.. ....... , .. , . , 1.0 2.4 2.8 75.4 18.9 
80e Second subsoil of so...... Sub'oil. ............. .5 1.6 1.9 72.S 23.8 
MIAMI BLACK CLAY I.JOAM. 
Many of the Miami black clay loam areas have, only in the last 
two decades, been reclaimed from the marshes. By careful tiling 
this soil has become the best for corn and most valuable of any in 
the county. A corn crop of sixty bushels to the acre is about an 
average for the better class of agriculturists, but wheat does not 
do as well as on the light-colored soils. 
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The soil occurs a;s a heavy loam or clay loarh, with a depth 
varying between 11 and 16 inehf'~". The color to a depth of Ii feet 
is black, but below this grades rapidly into a heavy clay loam, 
which at 2 feet or a little deeper often grades into a sandy clay or 
loam. In other textural properties it bears a close resemblance to 
the Miami black clay loam soil treated in the general discussion. 
The surface of the 1\fiami black clay loam is practically level. 
Its occurrence is found in all parts of the Miami silt loam area, 
but most especially in Bath, the eastern half of Springfield and 
the eastern quarter of Whitewater townships. The average selling 
price of the land is about $100 per acre. 
The following table gives the results of the mechanical analyses 
of typical samples of this soil: 
MECHANICAL AXALYSES OF THE MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 
-d 
d] ..
-d ~ d &i ] 00 i LocALITY. Description. ~ Jl " !l 0 a en r;:; a >, 
d ~ " J i ~ %; " r;:; ::!S 1.<; ;> ~ tl 
66a Ii miles northwest of Soil, 0 to 14 .5 2.0 4.2 8.0 9.8 12.9 25.2 
66b Subsalt, of 66~ . .'. . .. . Subsoil,14to .5 .8 .1 3.4 4.0 62.1 21.8 
OAK FOREST SILT LOAM. 
A casual observer might pass from the Miami silt loam to the 
Oak Forest silt loam without noting the change, hut upon more 
careful examination the latter would be found to be a shade lighter 
in eolor, to contain less organic matter, less crystalline rocks, to have 
very few limestone pebbles or boulders, and to be underlain by a 
light colored subsoil, which has more segregations of yellow iron 
stains and iron concretions. 
'fhe average surface soil of the Oak Forest silt loam is. a light 
ashy gray silt loam, with a depth varying between 4 and 8 inches, 
but on slopes the pale yellow mottled silt loam subsoil occurs at 
the surface over large areas. By tasting the soil or subsoil almost 
invariably one dotects a very tart taste, which indicates sourness. 
This soil and subsoil resemblc v(~ry clo'lely the Scottsburg silt loam 
of Scott County, Indiana. 
No land in the seven COllnties under consideration has heen so 
sadly neglecte(l. Rarely is it tiled and very seldom is green mfl­
nuring practiced. There is no systematic cropping. Corn is plant­
ed about the 1st of June, the land not being sufficiently dry earlier. 
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Often the corn has not time to ripen before the autumn frosts. 
l\Iore care should be exercised in the selection of seed and cultiva­
tion. .Judg-ing by the results that a few progressive farmers have 
realized by using up-to-date methods in carrying on their farming, 
there remains no douht but that this land ean be made to yield 
fifty bushels of corn to the acre. Oats average about twenty-five • 
hushels to the acre and wheat, by using commercial fertilizer, 
fifteen. 
Many farmers say they canllot build their soil up by plowing 
under clover, because they cannot get a stand. Upon examining a 
number of clover fields the writer found that where manure had 
been stacked in little piles over the fields the clover grew heavy 
Rnd the soil was. not sour. The same held true wherever the ma­
nure had been heavily applied, but where thinly or not at all the 
Rcid had not been neutralized and the soil was sour. Tiling or an 
application of lime will also s\veeten the soil. As a hay, timothy 
is grown more than clover. 
Small fruit orchards are found on most of the farms and a few 
extensive fruit farms. One of these, which is owned by D. O. Se­
crest, is situated three miles east of Andersonville. Fifteen years 
ago ninety acres of this farm were set out to apple trees, which 
were planted thirty feet apart. They yield 25,000 bushels in a good 
year. Peach trees were set out between the apple treeg over twenty­
two acres of the ninety. 'l'hese in 190fi produced 2,000 bushels. 
One acre set out to pear trees thirty feet apart yields 600 bushels 
in an average year. 
'l'he follo"ing table shows the results of mechanical analyses of 
typical samples of this soil : 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF Tm; OAK FOREST SILT LOfu~. 
.,,; 
WC,\LlTY. Description. AuthOrity. I~ '" " i .g l ! fl~ '" t:3 ~ 
8 " ~ 'g S " t'.~ 0 !l z" ii: v ::IS ii: > ~ 6
~~ 
,",7.. 1i miles south. Soil, 0 to 4 inch- U. S. Bureau of .4 2.0 2.1 5.1 2.3 69.8 17.7 
west of Oak es. Soils. 
Forest. 
5lb First subsoil to Subsoil. 4 to 10 U. S. Bure," of .6 2.3 2.6 5.3 3.1 70.3 15.6 
57... inches. Soils. 
57c Second subsoil Subsoil, 10 to36 U. S. Bureau of .5 1.6 1.6 4.1 2.3 68.6 21.0 
to 57... inches. Soils. 
55 1ttilea woot of SoU, 0 to 10 A. E. Taylor .. 1.2 2.0 3.1 6.7 7.7 62.0 17.5 
untcrs,ille. inches. 
71 2 miles north· Soil, 0 to 6 inch· .'1.. E. Taylor .. 15 1.6 2.8 5.2 6.0 70.0 14.0 
east of Hei- es. 
mond. I 
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LIMESTONTjl SLOPE CLAY LOAM. 
This is the only residual soil of the area. I t occurs as a dark 
brown to black silt loam, averaging from 8 to 16 inches in thick­
ness. It contains a high percentage of organic matter, and to this 
may be attributed the dark color. With increased depth the color 
becomes lighter, the subsoil at 20 inches having a light to medium 
brown color, while at 2 feet it is a light bro'iyn witu a reddish cast. 
The subsoil from 18 to 30 inches is more clayey than that at the 
surface, but below this may become rather sandy. 
Although the above seetion is the most common, yet where the 
limestone is very close to the surface we find a black clay, chang. 
ing very little in texture until the bed·rock is reached. In this 
case the soil has had its derivation wholJy from the decomposition 
and disintegration of the limestone. 
Owing to the topographical position on the main valley slopes, 
limestone slope clay loam grades into the Miami silt loam or Oak 
Forest silt loam at the upper portion of the slopes, while at the base 
it borders the Huntington loam or Hamburg loam. The origin of 
an average section seems to be mostly from the weathering of the 
Cincinnati limestone, to some extent from the wash of the silt loam 
above it, and in a few cases from the decomposition and disintegra· 
tion of the underlying Cincinnati shales or the Laurel limestone. 
The effect that slumping, freezing, thawing, chemical reaction be· 
tween the calcium carbonate of the limestone and the organic acids 
of the soil and other processes of disintegration are having upon 
the Cincinnati limestone can be partly determined by the fact that 
Mr. E. R. Quick, living one and a half miles south of Brookville, 
in 1883 gat4ered a large amount of limestone talus from a hill­
side where today there is fully as much as then. 
This type seems to be especially rich in plant foods, and is 
known, locally, as the tobacco soil, 1,000 pounds to an acre often 
being realized. No soil in the county is as well adapted to blue 
grass. Corn also does. well and alfalfa gives as good yields as on 
the bottom land. Probably the first alfalfa grown in the county 
was sown by Herman Muller, living a few miles east of Cedar 
Grove, about twenty-four years ago. It yielded from four to five 
tons per acre. Where the limestone is close to the surface and the 
soil is so full of the fragments that it is considered untillable, and 
would be classed as a stony clay or stony clay loam, alfalfa has 
grown well. 
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Owing to the very steep slopes upon which the limestone slope 
clay loam occurs the soil wash is very great, and a decade will 
leave the fields almost bare and worthless unless great· precaution 
is taken. More care should be given when plowing so that the water 
cannot run in the furrows. Crops like tobacco and corn are dan­
gerous to the preservation of the soil, because they leave the ground 
bare for a considerable interval. In the long run blue grass and 
alfalfa would be more profitable, since they would hold the soil 
in place. 
The following table gives the results of the mechanical analyses 
of typical samples of the limestone slope clay loam: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE LIMESlONE SLOPE CLAY LOAM. 
I -g 
LocALITY. Descriptloo. Authority. l -g 1 .,;.. ~ e ~ .~ ~i " I "" .. ~
. 9 " sZ J ~ i iii u
- "" "" _.---­
61. 1 mile south- Clay loam, 0 to U. S. BUmlu of ! .8 .8 2.3 3.7 65.4 26.8
.0 Ieast of Brook. Sinches. Soil•. 
vine. 
61b First subeoJl of Cla.y loam. 8 to U. S. Bureau of I .1 .6 .6 1.7 1.2 64.5 31.1 
6la. 15 inches. Soils. 
61c Seeond subeoil Chy loam. 15 to U. S. Bureau of .0 .5 .6 1.5 2.1 64.0 31.1 
of 61•. 29 inch... Soils. 
61d Third subsoil of Chy, 29 to 39 U. S. Bureau of : .0 .5 1.0 3.0 5.6 62.7 27.2 
6la. Inch... Soils. ! 
61"" 3 miles north· Cby. 0 to 16 U. S. BUmlu of .0 .5 .7 2.4 .7 49.8 45.6 
west of' New inches. SoUs. 
Trenton. 
82 3 miles north of Soil. 0 to 12 A. E. Taylor.... i .2 .2 .4 2.8 4.2 67.4 24.4 
Cedar Groye. Inches. 
HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
For texture and colors 9f the Huntington loam and its subsoils 
the occurrences in Franklin County are much like those described 
on page 23 of the general discussion, but the topographical* occur· 
rence differs somewhat from the other counties in that the upper 
terraces are so much higher above the flood-plains than in the other 
six counties. The fourth terrace, which has its development on the 
east side of Whitewater Valley, south of Brookville, is 100 feet 
above the bed of the river. At the surface it is a rich farming loam 
of 7 to 17 inches, grading into a fine sandy loam and at 2 feet into 
a sandy loam. At 2! feet it is a fine sand. Underlying this is 10 to 
20 inches of a tough yellow clay containing gravel, and lower 
down occurs boulder clay of a bluish gray color. The third ter­
*E. R. Quick 3d Bull. of the Brookville Nat. JUst. Soc .. pp. 26-29. 
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race is about 75 feet above the stream bed and is more sandy than 
the fourth, while the second is the most extensive and furnishes a 
splendid grade of farming land. 'l'he first terrace averages about 
20 feet above low water mark and also takes its rank, in many 
places, as a most excellent farm land. Pour miles south of Brook­
ville a well was drilled in this terrace to a depth of 150 feet before 
bed-rock was reached. 
The best farmers of the Huntington loam raise an average corn 
crop of sixty bushels, wheat fourteen, and alfalfa four and a half 
tons. This soil is well adapted to tobacco, but it is not considered 
equal to the limestone slope clay loam. \ Although the land is very 
porous, and manures will leach away rapidly, yet the application 
of stable mannre, green manures and commercial fertilizer is re­
ported to pay wel1 for increasing the production. 
The selling price of this type varies from $50 to $125 per acre. 
The following table gives mechanical analyses of this type: 
MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE HUNTINGTON LOAM. 
I 1i 	 !i 	 o:i,. 1i . ril i 
..., . 1l ' LoCALITY. Description. Authority. f ril~ 11 ~ I 	~ Ii Q,) :.;..:."i!l " 	 j 'S .S! r;';dz" I 	 ~ )e 
-	
! r-.-~·T~I---
65. 	 it mUes south- Lmm, 0 to 7 U. S. Bure.u of 2.3 18.9 11.8 10.0 1.1 45.4 9.1 
east of Brook- inches. Soils. 
vine. 
65b First subsoil of Fine sa.nd y U. S. Bur~u of 1.2 18.1 12.9 9.8 1.4 41.5 14.6 
650. 	 loam, 1 to 17 Soils. 
inches. 
65e Seooud subsoil Sandy loam. 17 U. S. Bureau of 1.2 18.5 12.6 9.2 11 39.3 17.2 
of 650. to 28 inches. SoU•. 
65d Tb.ird subsoil of Finc Mnd, 28 to U. S. Bureau of 1.4 27.1 21.2 14.0 1.1 15.9 18.8 
650. 	 40 inches. SoilB. 
71 	 Near Laurel in Soli. 0 to 11 Taylor........ 10.2 13.4 7.5 8.3 11.7 39.5 10.1 
Whitewater inches. 
bottoms. 
I 
HAMBURG LOAM. 
Found in the bottoms of the narrow valleys of the smaller 
streams on the west side of Whitewater River and its West Fork; 
is a mixture of limestone talus, which has washed down from the 
valley sides, with the wash from the Oak Forest silt loam. On the 
east side of Whitewater the limestone talus is mingled with the 
wash from the Miami silt loam. The texture varies from a loam to 
a stony loam. 
Where there is a widening of the bottoms, so that agriculture 
can be carried on, crops equal to those produced on the Huntington 
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loam are obtained, but these areas are very limited and comprise 
only small portions of farms. 
* * * 
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